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Summary
External skeletal fixation devices first appeared in
clinical practice in the 1850's. Their use has mainly
been confined to Europe although North American surgeons
developed an interest in the 1930's. In the last few
years, however, there has been a reawakening of interest
in external fixation in North America and Great Britain
leading to a proliferation of different external fixation
devices.
Although some experimental work has been done on the
biomechanics of some of the more complex fixators very
little is known about the optimal configuration of
application of most devices. Additionally there is scanty
information on the effect that external fixation has on
bone healing.
This thesis examines the Hughes unilateral external
fixator from three aspects.
1) Its biomechanica1 properties are examined and the
stiffest mode of application defined. The effects of
altering this configuration are shown. A comparison is
made with the Hoffmann device.
2) The effect of external fixation on bone healing is
examined. A small fixator is used to immobilise rabbit
tibial osteotomies and the effect on healing and bone
blood flow compared with an osteotomy treated with a
cast.
3) A prospective study of the clinical use of the
Hughes fixator is presented. An analysis is made of the
use of the device in treating tibial fractures.
Biomechanical study
This was undertaken using beech as a bone substitute. A
jig was constructed so that different loads could be
applied to a simulated fracture held by a Hughes fixator.
It was found that the stiffest configuration of the
Hughes occurred with the fixator bar close to the limb.
The inner pin should be as close to the fracture as
possible with the outer pin as far from the fracture as
is practical. The effect of altering the location of the
bar from a lateral to an antero-media 1 location as used
on the tibia was to lower the stiffness, although only to
the level of stiffness gained using a Hoffmann-Vida 1
double frame. The effect of altering the stiffest
configuration was examined.
Bone healing and blood flow study
New Zealand white rabbits were used to investigate bone
healing and blood flow using a small external fixator
designed for the experiment. Bilateral tibial osteotomies
were made and one was stabilised with the small fixator
with the contra-1atera1 osteotomy being treated in a
long-leg cast. After a period of between one and ten
weeks the rabbits were sacrificed but prior to this were
injected with radioactive microspheres. Comparison of the
blood flow in the two fracture sites showed a
considerable increase in flow in the cast-treated leg
after four weeks.
A review of the histology showed that external
fixation altered bone healing. The externally fixed leg
showed less periosteal reaction but enhanced endochondral
ossification and intra-medullary ossification.
Clinical study
A three year prospective study of the use of the Hughes
fixator was undertaken. The device was mainly used for
the treatment of tibial fractures although humeral
fractures and pelvic diastases were also treated. In
addition a number of osteotomies and an arthrodesis were
stabilised with the device.
A study of the tibial fractures showed that the
eventual outcome of the fracture was dependent on the
initial reduction and the length of time that the fixator
was applied. Other parameters did not matter.
INTRODUCTION
External skeletal fixation is a method of securing and
holding bones or bone fragments using transfixion pins
which enter the skeleton percutaneous 1y and are secured
to each other by external metal bars. Its earliest
origins were in Alsace and France in the middle of last
century and European orthopaedic surgeons have
maintained a close interest in it since that time. There
has however been a recent resurgence of interest in this
method of fixation in Great Britain and North America and
many different fixators have been invented.
The Hughes external fixator was invented in 1979
because of dissatisfaction with the devices then
available. It was felt that a unilateral device was
desirable because of the access to the soft tissues which
such a device provided. The two unilateral fixators which
were then in use were the Wagner (Wagner, 1971) and the
Portsmouth (Edge and Denham, 1981). The former device
provided good fracture fixation with high stiffness but
having been designed for leg lengthening the potential
variation in pin position was felt to be inadequate for
fracture work. The Portsmouth fixator allowed a greater
degree of flexibility as far as pin location was
concerned but did not provide good fracture stability. In
addition it did not allow for compression or distraction
of the fracture although this feature was later
incorporated into the design.
The main biomechanica 1 considerations in the
development of the Hughes fixator were therefore high
stiffness of fracture fixation, adequate variation in pin
location and the incorporation of a compression and
distraction facility into the device.
Despite widespread acceptance of external fixation
devices little is known about the b i omechanica 1
properties of many of the external fixators or the effect
that external skeletal fixation has on bone healing. Some
research has been undertaken into the optimal
configurations of the Hoffmann, AO and Oxford devices but
this work cannot be extrapolated to other fixators. It is
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important to understand the biomechanica1 characteristics
of any fixator in popular use so that not only is its
stiffest configuration of application known but the
effect of altering this configuration understood. It is
also essential to know what effect external fixation
might have on fracture healing but with the exception of
Hey Groves (1921), Yamagishi and Yoshimura (1955) and
White et al (1977), all of whom examined callus
production in externally fixed fractures, no work exists
in this field.
The Hughes external fixator has been used in Edinburgh
since 1979 for a variety of clinical problems. Despite a
subjective belief that it gave satisfactory results there
were no guidelines as to which fractures should be
treated with the fixator and no knowledge as to how it
should be applied or how varying its mode of application
might alter fracture healing. It was decided to
investigate these points and this thesis traces the
history of external fixation and then examines
the biomechanica1 properties, the effect on bone healing
and the clinical usage of the Hughes device. It is
divided into three sections examining:-
A) The biomechanics of the Hughes externa 1 fixation
frame.
The stiffness of various configurations of the Hughes
external fixator under different loading is examined and
the configuration which provides the greatest fracture
stability is established. The effect on stiffness of
altering this configuration is demonstrated as is the
effect of changing the location of the fixator. The
device is compared with the Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame.
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B) The biology of externa 1 skeletal fixation us i ng a
miniature Hughes external fixator.
The New Zealand white rabbit is used as an
experimental animal. Studies of bone blood flow and bone
healing indicate how the fracture healing response alters
with external fixation and why delayed union might occur.
C) A c1inica1 study of the use of the Hughes fixator.
A prospective study of the use of the Hughes external
fixator over a three year period is presented. The
results of its use in the management of tibial fractures
are analysed with reference to the causes of delayed and
mal-union. A retrospective study of the earlier use of





History of External Skeletal Fixation
The credit for inventing the first external fixator
usually goes to Malgaigne of Paris who in 1853 designed a
claw for the rigid immobilisation of patellar fractures
(Fig 1.1). It was however Rigaud of Strasbourg who first
inserted trans-cutaneous transfixion screws and held
these by an external band, in this case string. He
reported on the successful treatment of an olecranon
fracture using this technique (Cucel and Rigaud, 1850).
Despite this promising beginning little progress was made
in the next forty years although Malgaigne did invent a
metal spike held by straps for the treatment of tibial
fractures. Berenger-Feraud (1870) also improved Rigaud's
technique by joining the trans-cutaneous screws with a
wooden bar.
The next milestones in the evolution of external
skeletal fixation occurred in the 1890's when Keetley
(1893) in London and Parkhill (1894) in Denver invented
devices for stabilising long bone diaphyseal fractures. A
diagram of Keetley's fixator and its clinical application
is shown in Fig 1.2.
It consisted of 2 L-shaped pins of hardened steel
plated with silver. After the introduction of one leg of
each pin into the bone the other legs of the device were
tied together with silver wire. Keetley treated two
femoral fractures but removed his fixator after 20 days
in the first patient resulting in loss of fracture
alignment. The second fracture went on to union.
It is interesting to note that although Keetley was
not a proponent of internal fracture fixation because of
the high infection rate encountered at that time, he was
impressed by certain aspects of his new device. He
thought that there were good reasons for believing that a
properly cleaned plated steel pin could be left in the
tissues for a considerable time without significant
problems occurring.
He also realised the potential flexibility of his
external system and that the bone ends could be held
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Fig 1.2
Diagrams of Keetley's external fixation device devised in
1893 showing
A) The exact relationship of the two silver-plated
steel pins tied together with silver wire.
B) The recommended position of application for a
femoral fracture.
of using pins could be combined with almost any of the
currently available fixation devices, an almost limitless
number of possible designs and configurations existed
such that almost every surgeon could have his own
external fixation method.
Parkhill's device (Fig 1.3) more closely resembles
modern devices than Keetley's. He used four silver
coated steel transfixion pins clamped to an external
metal bar. The device was manufactured in three sizes and
in 1898 Parkhill published the results of treating
pseudarthroses of the femur, tibia, humerus and radius as
well as a fresh patellar fracture. He also suggested that
the appropriate size of device was suitable for femoral
neck and clavicular fractures. Unlike Keetley's reports
the results of Parkhill's work sound a little
exaggerated. In his series of 14 pseudar throses he
reported no infection and a 100% union rate compared with
a published fracture union rate of 56% at about that time
(Gurtl, 1857). He also claimed union times of 5 to 7
weeks for tibial fractures and 6 weeks for established
non-unions of the radius and ulna. However despite these
enthusiastic claims he seems to have realised the
potential versatility of external fixation.
Independently from Parkhill, Lambotte of Antwerp in
1902 also designed a single bar external fixation frame
consisting of four transfixion pins clamped to a metal
bar. Lambotte however developed the concept further both
in the design of the fixation frame and in the type of
transfixion pin that he used. In 1913 he published
details of a pin holding clamp which is clearly the
forerunner of the Hoffmann clamp that is in common use
today. His transfixion pins were made of tempered steel
and sequentially plated with gold, nickel, tin and
latterly nickel-stee1.
Lambotte had considerable experience with external
fixation and he carefully documented its use in the hand,
forearm, humerus, clavicle, tibia and femur. He, like










Diagrams illustrating Parkhill's external fixator
invented in 1894 showing
A) An exploded view of the device which consisted of 4
steel plates holding transfixion pins. These were
secured by two steel cross-plates.
B) A plan view of the assembled device.
C) A side view of the assembled device.
ease of application and its versatility. He was however
the first surgeon to fully comprehend the particular
advantages of external fixation and he stressed the
importance of the soft tissue access provided by external
fixation.
The evolution of external skeletal fixation continued
in North America and in Europe with no real interest
being evident in Great Britain where the teachings of
Robert Jones had largely convinced surgeons that
fractures should be managed by closed techniques. Despite
this however Hey Groves in 1921 published the first
experimental work on external fixation. He developed a
rectangular frame similar in design to the later Charnley
clamp. The clamp was applied to osteotomised cat tibiae
as part of a study comparing different methods of
fracture fixation. He commented that external fixation
gave a more "perfect union" than any of the direct
fracture fixation methods that he had tried.
Hey Groves applied this principle to the treatment of
human tibial fractures using a double transfixion
appliance similar to the rectangular device used for the
cats. The device was designed for the closed manipulation
of fractures with gradual elongation of the side bars
being undertaken until the fracture was out to length, at
which point alteration of one of the side bars only was
supposed to allow fracture reduction. Hey Groves
commented that this form of closed manipulation was
difficult to perform and he reserved the method for old
neglected cases of tibial fracture.
At about this time there was a proliferation of
external fixation devices in Europe. Lambret (1910)
designed a rectangular device similar to that of Hey
Groves and Putti (1921) based his design for the first
leg lengthening device on both Lambret's and Hey Groves'
work. He developed a spring-driven uniaxial fixator for
the controlled distraction of the femur following Z
osteotomy.
Boever (1931) devised a frame which could be built up
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in size depending on the type of fracture being treated.
This fixator was the direct predecessor of the Judet
frame which is still in use in France (Judet, 1932). The
Boever frame however did not permit closed manipulation
of the fracture and it was Hoffmann (1938) who perfected
the versatile external fixation frame which has become
the most widely used device today (Fig 1.4). This device
can be made into virtually any design depending on the
particular fracture being treated and its design is such
that closed manipulation is possible.
External skeletal fixation also progressed in North
America where Putti's early work in leg lengthening was
continued by Bosworth (1938) who reported good results in
lengthening the tibiae of 24 patients, most of whom had
had poliomyelitis. Interest in the external fixation of
fractures was stimulated by the devices produced by
Anderson (1936), Stader (1937) and Haynes (1939).
Initially the reaction to these devices was very
favourable. Bradford and Wilson (1942) reported that
external fixation was of particular use in war surgery.
They reported a very low infection rate and stated that
not only did they encounter no non-union problem but on
the whole fracture union was accelerated. They even
suggested that under certain conditions external fixation
might be recommended as routine treatment for femoral
fractures.
Mazet (1943) also accepted the usefulness of external
fixation but pointed out some of the problems that he had
encountered with its use. He reported on nine patients
who had had various complications including non-union,
failure of fixation and osteomyelitis. In every case he
attributed the problem to surgical errors and he pointed
out the need for assiduous attention to technique if good
results were to be obtained.
Shaar et al (1944 ) reported on the use of the Stader
device in 110 consecutive acute fractures. They
encountered no deep infection but did comment that they
had pin seepage in 10% of the patients. There were two
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Fig 1.4
The Hoffmann external fixator being use to immobilise a
compound tibial fracture. The fixator consists of a
series of clamps, bars and universal joints which can be
assembled into a variety of designs.
cases of ring sequestra and four cases of delayed union.
They also emphasised the importance of meticulous
attention to detail.
Johnson and Lyford (1944) reported on the use of the
Haynes device to hold osteotomies and arthrodeses in six
patients. There was one delayed union but no other
significant complications although the device was kept in
position for up to six months.
It is interesting that despite there being no reports
in the literature of significant complications following
external skeletal fixation its popularity in North
America waned suddenly in the early 1950's. Johnston and
Stovald (1950) published the results of a study
undertaken by the Committee on Fractures and Traumatic
Surgery of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons.
This Committee sent a questionnaire to 3082 Orthopaedic
Surgeons asking for their views on external skeletal
fixation. Only 21% of the surgeons replied and of these
only 27.34% felt that external fixation had a serious
role in fracture management. Interestingly the surgeons
who criticised external fixation were mainly those with
little experience in its use whereas the experienced
surgeons were more enthusiastic. The Committee felt that
external fixation had no part to play in routine fracture
management.
This decision, taken despite several favourable
reports, and based on a grossly inadequate survey
seriously slowed the evolution of fracture surgery in
North America. The concept of external fixation was not
reintroduced until the 1970's.
In Europe however external fixation continued to be
widely practised. Both the Hoffmann and Judet devices
were further modified with considerable experience being
obtained particularly with the former device. The work of
Lindahl (1962), Burney and Bourgois (1965), Vidal (1970)
and Adrey (1970) not only helped to identify the role of
external fixation but also to rekindle interest in North
America.
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In the last fifteen years there has been an explosion
in both external fixator numbers and designs with much of
the recent work being done in North America and Great
Britain where there has been a particular interest in
unilateral external fixation.
This recent interest in external fixation has evolved
along two main pathways. The devices have either pursued
a course of increasing complexity in an attempt to make
one device cater for all orthopaedic problems or they
have become simpler with a return to designs similar to
that of Lambotte.
The modern complex devices such as the Kronner
quadrilateral frame (Donald and Seligson, 1982) and the
AO fixator (Muller et al, 1970) are clearly based on the
Hoffmann principle and design but improved engineering
and materials have resulted in their widespread use. This
is particularly true of the AO device which has gained
considerable popularity in Europe and North America. The
main advantage of these complex devices is their inherent
versatility in dealing with many orthopaedic problems but
they suffer from being expensive and being relatively
difficult to apply. Their main drawback however is the
restricted soft tissue access which a large frame
provides. This problem is at its most extreme with the
circular devices such as the Kronner circular frame and
the Volkov-Oganesyan device (Oganesyan, 1982) where soft
tissue access is virtually denied. The hemi-circular Ace-
Fischer device (Fischer, 1983) combines stability with
improved soft tissue access.
Other devices have concentrated on providing fracture
stability with maximum soft tissue access since the
principle indication for using external skeletal fixation
is in the treatment of severe compound fractures where
adequate access to the soft tissues is essential. Single
bar designs have the advantage that they can be applied
to the subcutaneous border of the tibia without any
muscle penetration. The simplest designs use bone cement
to secure the transfixion pins to the external frame.
9
This idea was introduced by Inoue et al (1972) and Aron
(1976) although Edge and Denham (1981) have documented
the clinical use of this type of device. Their earliest
design had no provision for compression or distraction
although this facility was added at a later date. The
Hughes fixator (formerly called the Sukhtian-Hughes,
Sukhtian and Hughes, 1979) and the Oxford frame
(Kenwright et al, 1979) are both more sophisticated
unilateral devices with greater versatility and the
Hughes particularly has been used in a wide range of
clinical situations. The interest in leg lengthening has
been maintained by the invention of the Wagner frame
(Wagner, 1971) designed specifically for this function
although it has also been used successfully for fracture
treatment.
In addition to good soft tissue access these simpler
devices tend to be cheaper and easier to apply than the
more complex frames. They have however been criticised
for providing inadequate fracture fixation.
Unilaterality is of course possible with the complex
devices and it is of interest that Burney (1979) and
Behrens (1982) now use unilateral forms of the Hoffmann
and AO fixators respectively.
Several bilateral or rectangular frames have been
developed. The Charnley clamp (Charnley 1953) is
essentially an external fixation frame used principally
for the stabilisation of arthrodeses. This design seems
to have been developed from the Hey Groves double
transfixion appliance and it in turn has provided the
basic idea for the design of the Rezaian (Rezaian, 1971)
and Day (Freeman et al, 1983) frames. The former frame is
rarely used but the latter device seems to combine
cheapness and ease of handling with the facility for
permitting closed reduction.
Despite the number of different designs external
fixators can be applied in only six basic ways although
the complex fixators can be built up into virtually any

































The six basic forms of external fixation frames and the
commoner fixators that can be made into those forms.
fixators and the commonly used devices.
The large number of different devices and
configurations of application seems to vindicate
Keetley's view that there could be an almost unlimited
number of external fixators. The situation is not helped
by the fact that little work has been done on the
biomechanical or clinical aspects of fracture healing
with most of these frames and that descriptions of the




The Hughes External Fixation Device.
Its Design and Application.
The Hughes external fixation frame consists of two
aluminium alloy bars crossed and grooved on two surfaces.
Each bar is 14.3cm x 2.5cm x 1.3cm in size and is divided
into eleven fixation units separated by grooves 2mm wide
and 1.5mm deep (Fig. 2.1). The fixation units are crossed
by multiple small grooves running at 45 degrees to the
main grooves and each has a centrally placed threaded
screw hole 5mm in diameter (Fig. 2.2).
The two aluminium bars are connected by two stainless
steel threaded rods 8mm in diameter. A turnbuckle at the
end of one of the rods enables compression or distraction
to be applied to a fracture. The maximum possible bar
separation is 2.7cm. Once the required compression or
distraction has been applied the turnbuckle can be locked
by a cap screw 5mm from the end of one of the bars.
Threaded self-tapping titanium pins are used to
transfix the bone (Fig 2.3). Each pin is 4.8mm in
diameter and 15cm in length. The threaded portion is
3.2cm in length. These transfixion pins are secured to
the external frame by means of aluminium alloy blocks of
which there are two designs.
If movement in the coronal plane is required without
movement in the sagittal plane then block A can be used
(Fig. 2.3). This is an aluminium alloy block 3.8cm x
2.5cm x 0.95cm in size which has three equally spaced
unthreaded holes within it. One side of the block is
grooved in a similar manner to the surfaces of the frame
although the larger grooves are absent. These blocks are
secured to the frame with 2.4cm cap screws.
When movement in the sagittal plane is required then
block B (Fig 2.3) should be used. This measures 3.7cm x
2.6cm x 0.95cm on one surface but the opposite surface
has been cut away and is only 1.3cm in width. There are
two unthreaded holes at the ends of the block with a
centrally placed circular depression within which are
four peripherally located ellipsoid depressions. The two
laterally placed ellipsoid depressions together with the
45 degree slope of the side walls allow movement in the
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Fig 2.1
The Hughes external fixator immobilising a compound
tibial fracture. The option of using both sides of the
fixator bar is clearly shown.
Fig 2.2
A close up view of the central part of the Hughes frame
showing the individual fixation units with the larger
separating grooves and the smaller grooves running at 45
degrees to the edge of the bar. The two rods that permit
compression and distraction are shown.
Fig 2.3
The titanium transfixion pins, two designs of aluminium
alloy block with their corresponding cap screws and the
two types of plastic bush available for use with the
Hughes fixator.
sagittal plane. The larger of the two main surfaces of
block B retains the multiple small grooves but has 25%
more grooves per square cm than either the bar or block
A. Block B is held to the bar by 3.4cm cap screws, the
increased length being necessary to accommodate the
spherical plastic bush which is required to permit
movement in the sagittal plane.
Both block designs permit pin fixation without an
intervening plastic bush with the larger grooves on the
frame facilitating pin fixation at 90 degrees to the
frame. If the pin is angled then the smaller grooves aid
secure fixation. However two plastic bushes are provided
to facilitate fixation and to allow for pin angulation
(Fig 2.3).
If movement in the coronal plane is required there is
a rectangular 3.2cm x 0.7cm x 0.7cm plastic bush
available but if movement in the sagittal plane is needed
then a spherical plastic bush 1.5cm in diameter must be
used in conjunction with block B.
Variation in application of the frame.
Despite there being eleven fixation units on each
aluminium bar the relative dimensions of the bars and the
blocks ensure that only three transfixion pins can be
used on each side of a fracture. These pins can be placed
between 1.25cm and 13cm from the fracture site if the
fracture site is aligned with the centre of the frame. In
clinical use the innermost pin can usually be placed
about 3cm from the fracture site. It is possible to place
two pins under one block 1.25cm apart but this is
usually impractical and the smallest practical distance
between two pins is 2.5cm with each pin under a
different block. If three pins are used with the
innermost pin 3cm and the outermost pin 13cm from the
inner end of the bar then the middle pin can be placed
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between 6.25 and 9.25cm from this point.
Pin angulation will increase the range of potential
pin placement. If the spherical bush is used or the pin
is used without a bush then the theoretical potential arc
of pin angulation is 140 degrees. If the rectangular bush
is used the arc is reduced to 120 degrees. It is however
obvious that the effective pin angulation is much less
and depends on several factors such as the relative
number and position of the pins as well as the distance
between the bars of the frame.
If the innermost pin is placed 3cm from the fracture
site and at 90 degrees to the bone then the total
effective arc of angulation of an outer pin entering the
bone 13cm from the fracture is approximately 50 degrees.
This pin may converge at an angle of up to 5 degrees
before it is blocked by a cap screw or it may diverge at
an angle of up to 45 degrees before it is stopped by the
inner pin (Fig 2.4). Any convergent angulation of the
inner pin will reduce the divergent angulation of the
outer pin.
The total effective arc of angulation of an inner pin
placed at 3cm from the fracture with the outer pin at
13cm is about 60 degrees with 15 degrees of divergence
being possible before the inner pin on the other bar is
encountered (Fig 2.5). Again 45 degrees of convergence is
possible before the outer pin stops increased pin
angulation. The divergent angle of the inner pin will
vary with the distance between the bars and the position
of the inner pin on the other bar.
If a third pin is added to the system midway between
the inner and outer pins at 3 and 13cm respectively from
the fracture then its total effective arc of angulation
is about 30 degrees (Fig 2.6) with 15 degrees of
convergence and divergence. Any movement of this pin in
the 3cm range that has already been specified will change
the relative convergent and divergent angles but will
maintain the total arc at 30 degrees.
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Fig 2.4
A superimposed photograph illustrating the possible range
of angulation of an outer pin set at 13cm from the
fracture. The range is approximately 5 degrees of
convergence to 45 degrees of divergence if the inner pin
is at 90 degrees to the bar and 3cm from the fracture.
Fig 2.5
A superimposed photograph illustrating the possible range
of angulation of an inner pin set at 3cm from the
fracture. The range is approximately 45 degrees of
convergence to 15 degrees of divergence if the outer pin
is at 90 degrees to the bar and 13cm from the fracture
and the other inner pin is similarly angled 3cm from the
fracture.
Fig 2.6
A superimposed photograph illustrating the possible range
of angulation of a third pin introduced between inner and
outer pins set at 3 and 13cm from the fracture. The total
range is approximately 30 degrees with 15 degrees of
movement being possible in each direction.
SECTION 1
CHAPTER 3
A Review of the Current Concepts of
the Biomechanica1 Properties of
External Fixation Devices.
The earliest studies of the biomechanics of external
fixation devices were carried out in the 1960's although
previous workers had recognised that with external
fixation fractures could be immobilised with varying
degrees of stability. Many of the early fixators were of
small size and could only be applied in one particular
configuration. However the advent of more sophisticated
devices such as the Hoffmann meant that the particular
mode of configuration of the device could influence both
fracture stability and union.
Lindahl (1962) and Burney and Bourgois (1965)
published the initial work on the biomechanics of the
Hoffmann device. They compared the relative stiffness of
fracture immobilisation achieved with a unilateral
Hoffmann configuration with the other forms of fracture
management existing at that time. Lindahl compared a
unilateral Hoffmann frame of low stiffness with Sherman
plates, staples, Kuntscher nails, screws, osteosutures
and cerclages to see which device best held an oblique
diaphyseal fracture. He showed that the unilateral
Hoffmann did not provide rigid fracture fixation.
Adrey (1970) and Vidal (1970) both continued the
biomechanica1 assessment of the Hoffmann device. Adrey
attached strain gauges to the Hoffmann and showed that a
four bar configuration was a particularly rigid
configuration. Vidal however conclusively showed that the
double frame configuration of the Hoffmann provided
greater stiffness (Fig. 3.1). This configuration is known
as the Hoffmann-Vida 1 double frame and has become the
yardstick by which other fixators are measured.
Both Adrey's and Vidal "s work was based on the
assumption that the optimal fixator configuration was
that which provided the most rigid fracture fixation.
This was based not only on the belief that soft tissue
healing would be facilitated by rigid immobilisation but
also on the work of the AO group who had proposed that
accurate reduction of a fracture under conditions of
rigid fixation facilitated primary bone union without
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Fig 3.1
The Hoffmann-Vida 1 double frame. This configuration is
the stiffest routinely used arrangement of the Hoffmann
fixator .
callus formation and that this was advantageous. However
this belief was not uniformly held and Burney continued
his work with the unilateral Hoffmann frame. He made his
configuration progressively less rigid (Fig. 3.2) until
he arrived at his concept of elastic external fixation
(Burney, 1979). Using this principle he claims to combine
the advantages of external fixation with the advantages
of having callus at a fracture.
Jorgensen (1972) summarised the problems regarding
analysis of the Hoffmann frame when he pointed out that
an almost limitless number of configurations could be
made, each with its own biomechanica1 characteristics. He
stressed that the performance of the device varied with
its configuration of application and showed that the
exact configuration should be defined when assessing its
biomechanical properties.
Chao et al (1979) working within the framework of
Vidal's earlier research looked further at the
biomechanical characteristics of the Hoffmann-V ida 1
double frame. They rationalised the application of the
device by examining its stiffness using different sizes,
numbers and relative positions of the transfixion pins.
The effect of altering the position of the side clamps
was also examined. They examined the five static loading
modes of compression, distraction, antero-posterior bend,
lateral bend and torsion and computed an overall
stiffness index which they referred to as the equivalent
stiffness index. Using this index they compared the
stiffnesses of different configurations of the device.
They showed that the Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame was
stiffest in compression and distraction modes and
markedly weak in antero-posterior bending and torsional
modes. Increasing the pin number and pin diameter
increased the stiffness but increasing the side clamp
separation caused a decrease in stiffness. Lastly they
indicated that the transfixion pin structure was
considerably weaker than the frame itself.
Fischer et al (1980) enlarged on Chao's work by
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Fig 3.2
A commonly used unilateral configuration of the Hoffmann
fixator consisting of two groups of three half-pins
joined by a compression bar. This arrangement has been
popularised by Burney.
comparing the full and half-frame configurations of the
Hoffmann under the same biomechanica1 conditions of
equivalent pin number, length, spacing and size. They
found that there was a considerable loss in axial
stiffness and antero-posterior bending stiffness in
addition to a 50% drop in lateral bending stiffness and
torsion.
Burney et al (1982) have also examined the
biomechanica1 characteristics of the half frame or
unilateral Hoffmann. They concluded that for maximum
stiffness the connecting rods should be short and
parallel. The clamps should be close to the bone and
there should be three pins in each clamp. They stated
that the unilateral form is capable of both rigid and
elastic fixation although Fischer's work does not support
this contention. Unfortunately Burney becomes confused
with his wish to have low stiffness or elastic external
fixation because it promotes callus and his biomechanica1
desire to promote stiffness in his fixator. His main
contribution is the definition of how the unilateral
Hoffmann might best be applied.
Despite its obvious importance very little
biomechanical research has been undertaken on devices
other than the Hoffmann. Boltze (1978) examined the AO
fixator and calculated the relative stiffness of
different configurations of the device. He, like
Jorgensen, pointed out the need for precise definition of
each configuration.
The AO device was also investigated by Campbell and
Kempson (1980) who examined the relative stiffness of ten
of the different configurations which might be used in
clinical practice. They subjected the configurations to
four loading modes and showed clearly that the most rigid
form of the AO frame incorporated a rectangular system
with three pins on each side of the fracture as well as
an anterior bar and two cross links.
Evans et al (1979) carried out a biomechanical
analysis of a pure unilateral frame in active clinical
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use. They studied the Oxford device looking particularly
at its resistance to compressive and bending loads. They
were able to demonstrate that the system was stiffest
when pins of adequate diameter were inserted so that the
threaded portion was below the surface of the bone. They
stated that the pins should be as far apart as possible
and that the bone-fixator distance should be small. The
method of clamping the pins to the bar was also felt to
be important.
Haaman et al (1979) examined another single bar
system, the Utrecht fixator. They measured its resistance
to loading in three directions and concluded that the
device was approximately b i omechan i ca 1 1 y comparable to
the Hoffmann-Vida1 frame.
Comparisons of different external fixation devices
have been performed but these are all handicapped by the
need for standardisation of dissimilar equipment if valid
comparisons are to be made. The easiest way to compare
fixators is to assess which configurations of the devices
give the highest stiffness values when loaded in
different directions and then compare these stiffness
values. This has been done by McCoy et al (1980) who
looked at the Hoffmann-Vida1 frame, two configurations of
both the Anderson and Kronner devices and the Volkov-
Oganesyan fixator. It would appear that these devices
were chosen because approximately equivalent
configurations could be set up and tested. They showed
that the Kronner device was stiffest with the Volkov-
Oganesyan being the least stiff.
Campbell and Kempson (1980), in addition to comparing
different AO configurations, also compared the AO device
with the Hoffmann-Vidal frame and the Day, Hughes, Oxford
and Denham devices. The authors made the mistake of
standardising pin length and location and then assuming
that this would give comparable results. This is plainly
not the case and the results for this part of their work
are therefore inaccurate. With regard to the Hughes
device they showed it to be stiffer in lateral bending
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that in anter o-pos ter i or bending. They did not test its
response to medial bending or shear loading.
Seligson et al (1981) set up an apparatus to compare
different external fixators. They used extensiometers to
measure fracture gap motion. These workers looked at
shear forces and noted that double frame arrangements
were stiffer than single frame devices. They stated that
the Hoffmann-Vida1 frame and the Wagner device were
comparable in their resistance to shear forces.
Johnson and Fischer (1983) compared the Ace-Fischer
hemicircular frame with the Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame
and showed that while the Ace-Fischer frame was stiffer
in compression and antero-posterior bending modes it was
less stiff in medial and lateral bending and torsional
modes.
With the exception of the Hoffmann, AO, Oxford and
Ace-Fischer devices very little work has been done on the
biomechanical characteristics of external fixation
frames. It is important to fully understand each frame




The Biomechanica1 Characteristics of
the Hughes External Fixator.
An analysis of the biomechanica1 characteristics of the
Hughes external fixator was undertaken using 45mm square
beech as a bone substitute. A jig was erected using two
20cm beech blocks to represent a tibia with a mid
diaphyseal transverse fracture (Fig. 4.1). The upper
beech block was rigidly secured to a strengthened back
plate by two 9mm bolts situated 3.5cm and 12cm from the
proximal end of the upper block. The two blocks were then
connected by a laterally placed Hughes external fixator
so that the whole jig represented the lateral external
fixation of a tibial fracture, this being a common
clinical situation.
Known loads were then applied, in pre-determined
modes, to the lower block and any movement permitted by
the fixator was measured by an appropriately placed
clock gauge sensitive to 0.001mm.
Selection of bone substitute materia 1
Extensive use has been made of bone substitutes in this
type of work because of the lack of uniformity of results
when working with human cadaveric bone. Chao et al (1979)
and McCoy et al (1980) both used synthetic bone made from
Swedish body putty while Haarman et al (1979) used
perspex rods and Johnson and Fischer (1983) used
laminated linen to substitute for the human bone.
Campbell and Kempson (1980) braised their fixator pins
onto metal rods to provide uniform experimental
conditions. Evans et al (1979) found that the load
deflection curves for bone and hardwood were very similar
except that those for bone showed more scatter than those
for wood. They recommended that 45mm square beech was a




The jig used for the biomechanical experiment. The bone
is simulated with two 45mm square beech blocks 20cm in
length. This arrangement represents a medially applied
bending load with a laterally placed fixator. Increasing
loads are applied 2.5cm from the distal end of the lower
block and any movement permitted by the fixator recorded
on the clock gauge.
Directional 1oading modes
Bone is subject to five separate loading modes namely
tension, compression, bending, shear and torsion (Frankel
and Nordin, 1980). In the clinical situation different
bones are subject to certain predominant loading modes
and frequently fail under these modes. Vertebral bodies,
for example, frequently fail in compression whereas the
base of the fifth metatarsal fails in tension. The
femoral condyles and tibial plateau are subject mainly to
shear forces but the tibial diaphysis is often subject to
bending forces which cause it to fail.
The lower block of the jig was therefore subjected to
the following loads.
A) Tension.
The symmetrical form of the jig means that the fixator
will react identically to compressive and tensile loading
if the applied loads are small as in this experiment.
This was demonstrated by Chao et al (1979) using the
symmetrical Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame. Compression was
therefore not measured. Tension was measured by applying
an increasing downward force to the lower block and
measuring the movement permitted by the fixator with the
clock gauge situated at the centre of the distal face of





As the fixator is a unilateral device the
medial and lateral bending loads will be
whereas the effect of an anterior and posteri
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load will be the same. Thus medial, lateral and an
antero-posterior (A-P) load were assessed.
These loads were applied to a point 2.5cm from the
distal end of the lower block (Fig. 4.2b). Movement was
measured with the clock gauge also at 2.5 cm from the
distal end of the lower block but situated forward of the
centrally applied force. The A-P force was applied in the
same manner but with the whole jig turned through 90
degrees.
C) Shear loads.
As with the bending forces the effect of shear loading
should be measured in medial, lateral and A-P directions.
The forces were applied at central points 2.5 cm from the
upper and lower surfaces of the lower block. The clock
gauge was positioned in the exact centre of the lower
block (Fig. 4.2c).
D) Torsional loading.
The resistance to torsional loading was examined by
applying the increasing force to the lower surface of
the lower block. This was done by rigidly attaching a low
friction pulley system to the bottom of the block such
that the angle of the applied force was 45 degrees to the
A-P axis. The clock gauge was placed at 90 degrees to the
angle of pull. A rod, rigidly fixed to the back plate,
which penetrated the exact centre of the polyethylene
pulley wheel prevented movement in other directions (Fig.
4.2d) .
As compressive force was not measured a total of eight






Diagrams illustrating how the different forces were
applied to the jig.
A) Tension. The gauge is centrally located on the
bottom face of the block. Increasing loads are
applied on each side of the gauge.
B) Bending. Illustrated in Fig 4.1. Increasing loads
are applied to the lower end of the lower block.
The gauge is located forward of the load in the
same plane.
C) Shear. Gauge centrally located on block with
forces applied 2.5 cm from upper and lower ends.
D) Torsi on. Side and plan views. Force is applied at
45° to block through a nylon wheel on lower block
face. Gauge parallel to force in contact with a










The stiffness of each configuration of the Hughes fixator
was calculated by graphing the relationship between the
applied load and the clock gauge deflection. Ten
consecutive readings of the deflection were made at each
0.5Kg increment in the applied load and the mean of these
results was calculated. The resulting six means were then
graphed against the applied load. It was found that if
care was taken in resetting the clock gauge the results
were consistently reproducible. A sample set of data for
one configuration is shown in Table 4.0.
It was established that there was a linear
relationship between the deflection on the gauge and the
applied load. This made the calculation of a stiffness
value straightforward and values were calculated for each
configuration in each loading mode.
Chao et al (1979) suggested a method of calculating an
overall stiffness index (K) to give a figure that is
representative of all the incorporated individual
stiffness values. The formula is based on the sum of
squares formula modified by the use of a weighing factor
different stiffness values and = S-S^/ S(n-l).
Using this formula the value for K is calculated
giving equal weight to each loading mode regardless of




readings (mm) \ 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
1 0. 301 0.603 0. 908 1. 214 1.519 1. 824
2 0.302 0.604 0.912 1.214 1.520 1.824
3 0.303 0.605 0.912 1. 215 1. 520 1. 824
4 0. 306 0.605 0.912 1.213 1.521 1.823
5 0. 303 0. 604 0. 907 1.212 1.523 1. 823
6 0. 305 0.605 0.910 1.215 1.519 1.824
7 0. 303 0.606 0. 910 1.215 1.521 1.822
8 0.304 0. 608 0. 911 1. 219 1.521 1.825
9 0. 300 0.605 0. 910 1. 216 1.518 1. 825
10 0.303 0.605 0.908 1.217 1.518 1.826
Mean 0. 303 0.605 0. 910 1. 215 1. 520 1.824
SEM (xl0~4) 5. 29 4.00 5.48 6.00 4.69 3.46
The raw data from which the stiffness value of
1.62xl04 was calculated. This value is shown in Table
4.2 and is the value for two parallel pins placed 3
and 13cm from the fracture site with a pin length of
2cm. This configuration is under A-P shear loading.
The clock gauge readings were accurate and and all




The total applied force in all loading modes was 3.0Kgf
or 29.43 Newtons. This was chosen because Braune and
Fischer (1889) had shown that 28 Newtons represented the
force applied by the weight of the foot and half of the
lower leg. This was later borne out by Dempster (1955).
Therefore the total applied force in the experiment was
approximately equal to that applied to a tibial fracture
performing a straight leg raise without using the muscles
below the knee. The force was applied in 0.5Kgf (4.9 New-
tons) increments starting at 0.5Kgf.
Variables examined.
As has already been outlined it is a feature of all
external fixation systems that a large number of
configurations can be constructed. It is important that
these configurations are clinically relevant and that
parameters not being examined are standardised. For
example applying increasing compression to a fracture
will progressively alter the stiffness. As it is common
for compression to be applied in the clinical situation
but rarely with any degree of accuracy the compression
applied to each configuration was standardised at 0.5
Newton metres. The two component bars of the fixator were
kept 1 cm apart with a narrow metal spacer and the wooden
blocks were separated by 0.5cm. In the clinical
situation it is frequently the case that both fracture
ends and the fixator bars are separated by a small gap.
The torque applied to the cap screws was kept constant at
3.0 Newton metres.
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The variables that were examined were:-
1) Relative pin positions.
2) Effective pin length.
3) Pin number.
4) Pin angle.
5) Position of fixator bar.
6) Effect of plastic bushes.
A) Relative pin position.
In the clinical situation the fixator is frequently
placed with its centre opposite the fracture with the
fixator bars separated by 1 to 1.5cm. In this situation
the innermost pin is usually situated about 3cm from the
fracture site. Three different pin positions were looked
at with the outer pin being moved progressively further
from the inner pin (Table 4.1).
B) Effective pin 1ength.
The fixator can be placed at a variable position away
from the limb. To examine the effect of increasing the
distance between the limb and the bar, stiffness values
were computed for each different pin position with the










The three different pin locations that were
examined. The inner pin was maintained at 3cm




The effect of adding a third pin to each side of the bar
was examined . A stiffness value was computed with the
pins at 3, 9 and 13cm from the fracture.
D) Pin angle.
After evaluating the relative pin positions and the
effective pin lengths the stiffest configuration of the
device was found. The effect on stiffness of angling the
inner and outer pins was assessed. The inner pin
converged at 15, 30 and 45 degrees while the outer pin
diverged at the same angles. The two pins were angled in
separate experiments with the other pin being maintained
at 90 degrees to the bar.
E) Position of fixator bar.
In clinical use the Hughes device is often placed on the
antero-media1 subcutaneous border of the tibia. It is
therefore important to examine the biomechanical
differences of using this location. The stiffest
configuration of the Hughes was set up on the antero-
medial side of the jig and the stiffness values and
overall stiffness indices reassessed.
F) Effect of the plastic bushes.
The effect on the stiffness of using the two different
bushes was assessed as was the effect of using no bush.
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After the biomechanica1 characteristics of the Hughes
frame had been examined a Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame was
set up on the jig and the same loads applied to it.
Stiffness values and an overall stiffness index were
computed.
Results.
The stiffness values and the overall stiffness indices
for the three parallel pin positions at each of the four
effective pin lengths, for a laterally placed Hughes
fixator, are shown in Tables 4.2 - 4.4.
Table 4.2 illustrates the basic biomechanical
characteristics of the fixator. It is particularly stiff
in tension and resists medially and laterally applied
loads better than antero-posterior loads. It is stiff in
medial and lateral shear modes as well as in torsion and
weakest in A-P shear and A-P bending modes. A comparison
of the shear and bending results shows that if this
unilateral configuration is applied to the lateral side
of a long bone it will resist laterally applied forces
slightly better than medially applied forces.
Tables 4.2 - 4.4 indicate that if the inner pin is
maintained at 3cm from the fracture site then
progressively moving the outer pin away from the fracture
site raises the individual stiffness values in all
loading modes. Fig. 4.3 shows the effect that movement
of the outer pin has on the overall stiffness indices. At
all pin lengths the overall stiffness indices were raised
by moving the outer pin away from the fracture site. The
highest value was obtained with the innermost pin at 3cm
and the outer pin at 13cm from the fracture site.
The effect of changing the effective pin length for
all the different pin positions is shown in Fig 4.4. In
all parallel pin configurations of the fixator increasing
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i n length (cm)
Load 2 4 6 8
A-P shear 1.62 0.99 0.49 0.31
Medial shear 5.60 5.41 5.05 4.35
Lateral shear 5.77 5. 59 5.24 4.45
A-P bend 1.42 0.72 0.41 0. 25
Medial bend 2. 50 2.35 2. 20 2. 25
Lateral bend 2.99 3. 06 3.04 2. 94
Tension 27. 25 16.35 6.54 3.60
Torsion 4.36 3. 63 3.00 2.66
Overall stiffness
index (K) 2.26 1.79 1. 25 1.14
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for two parallel pins placed 3 and
13cm from the fracture site at the four
different effective pin lengths. (Stiffness
values expressed as xl04 Newtons/metre).
ilAciA s-firpA/esi vAcot ys CAUut\X6£ ^£drr j£)
Table 4.2
^^-^Pin length (cm)
Load 2 4 6 8
A-P shear 1.32 0.71 0.38 0. 28
Medial shear 4. 90 4.74 4.60 4.45
Lateral shear 5.01 4.88 4.74 4.60
A-P bend 0. 98 0.51 0.31 0. 17
Medial bend 2.22 2. 13 1.98 2. 05
Lateral bend 2.52 2. 60 2.42 2. 39
Tension 24.87 13.62 6.33 3.40
Torsion 4.02 3.11 2.92 2. 55
Overall stiffness
index (K) 1.99 1. 52 1. 15 0. 96
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for two parallel pins placed 3 and
9cm from the fracture site at the four
different effective pin lengths. (Stiffness
values expressed as xl04 Newtons/metre).
BhCK S'TlP^/vl^S VAcu£ is CAUulA-C6A> pfon iO iNDtvtO/,'K
Table 4.3
Pin length (cm)
Load 2 4 6 8
A-P shear 0.87 0. 50 0.24 0. 11
Medial shear 4.58 4.06 3. 94 3.89
Lateral shear 4.70 4. 18 4. 07 4.01
A-P bend 0.67 0. 29 0. 19 0.13
Medial bend 1.99 1. 94 1. 89 1.93
Lateral bend 2.18 2. 26 2. 32 2.21
Tension 22. 60 10.66 6. 33 3.40
Torsion 3.84 2. 86 2. 69 2.42
Overall stiffness
index (K) I—100•1—1 1.27 1. 05 0. 88
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for two parallel pins placed 3 and
7cm from the fracture site at the four
different effective pin lengths. (Stiffness
values expressed as xl04 Newtons/metre).
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Table 4.4
Fig 4.3
Graph illustrating the effect of changing the position of
the outermost pin for each of the effective pin lengths
that were used in the experiment. The overall stiffness
index (K) rises as the outer pin is moved away from the
fracture.
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Fig 4.4
Graph illustrating the effect of altering the effective
pin length for each pin position used in the experiment.
The overall stiffness (K) falls as the effective pin
length increases.
the effective pin length resulted in a lowering of the
overall stiffness index. The highest value was obtained
with an effective pin length of 2cm.
Comparison of the stiffness values in the various
loading modes in Tables 4.2 - 4.4 shows that the decrease
in stiffness that accompanies an increase in the
effective pin length is not uniform throughout the
various loading modes. A review of Table 4.2 illustrates
this. Antero-posterior shear and bending loads show a
marked decrease in stiffness with an increased effective
pin length whereas the medially and laterally directed
loads show a much smaller relative drop in stiffness.
Antero-posterior shear and bending loads drop to 19% and
17.6% of their initial value when the effective pin
length is increased from 2 to 8cm. In contrast medial and
lateral bend drop to 90% and 98.3% respectively. The
effect on tension and torsion of increasing the pin
length is also different. The stiffness value for tension
at a pin length of 8cm is only 13.2% of the value at 2cm
whereas the equivalent figure for torsion is 61%.
The effect on the stiffness values in the various
loading modes of increasing the distance between the
outer pin and the fracture site is also not uniform.
Again A-P shear and bending modes show the greatest drop.
Moving the outer pin from 13 to 7cm causes the stiffness
values in these modes to drop to 53.7% and 43.2% of the
original values respectively. None of the other loading
modes exhibit the same drop in stiffness value, all being
maintained between 73% and 88.1%.
It is of interest that increasing the effective pin
length with a lateral bending load results in an initial
increase in stiffness followed by a decrease.
Increasing the pin number to three pins on each side
of the fracture does not result in a significant change
in any of the stiffness values or in the overall
stiffness. Table 4.5 shows the effect of adding a third





A-P shear 1.62 1.64
Medial shear 5. 60 5.52
Lateral shear 5.77 5. 76
A-P bend 1.42 1.40
Medial bend 2.50 2.57
Lateral bend 2. 99 3.18
Tension 27. 25 27.24
Torsion 4. 36 4. 35
Overall stiffness
index (K) 2.26 2. 26
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for four and six parallel pins
situated at 3/13 and 3/10/13cm from the
fracture site. The effective pin length is
2cm. (Stiffness values expressed as xl04
Newtons/metre) . ^c«. STi*^c,s ^ oHmMw
Ptdn {(j mOt/ion^ festers
Table 4.5
Pin angle (degrees)
Load g 15 30 45
A-P shear 1.62 1.59 1.68 1.59
Medial shear 5.60 5.45 5.38 5.30
Lateral shear 5.77 5. 97 5.97 5. 24
A-P bend 1.42 1.40 0.90 0.72
Medial bend 2.50 2.48 2.43 2. 34
Lateral bend 2. 99 3.32 3 . 06 2.76
Tension 27. 25 24.82 23. 01 19. 13
Torsion 4.36 4.86 4. 22 4 . 12
Overall stiffness
index (K) 2. 26 2. 14 2.18 1.89
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for a configuration with the pins 3
and 13cm from the fracture. The effective pin
length is 2cm. Variation of stiffness with
increasing divergence of the outer pin is
shown. (Stiffness values expressed as xl0^
Newtons/metre) . VAXS C+UuwasD
tPbD j (j m 0n/tO(/<VL
Table 4.6
^~~-\^Pin angle (degrees)
Load 0 15 30 45
A-P shear 1.62 1.54 1.72 1.55
Medial shear 5.60 5.68 5.77 5. 35
Lateral shear 5.77 5.85 5.94 5. 39
A-P bend 1.42 1. 38 0.84 0.38
Medial bend 2.50 2.81 2.46 2.19
Lateral bend 2. 99 3.21 2.89 2. 62
Tension 27. 25 24.50 22. 29 18.86
Torsion 4. 36 5.45 4.30 4.15
Overall stiffness
index (K) 2.26 2. 27 2. 10 1.87
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for a configuration with the pins 3
and 13cm from the fracture. The effective pin
length is 2cm. Variation of stiffness with
increasing convergence of the inner pin is





Load 2 4 6 8
A-P shear 4.36 2.45 1.61 1.01
Medial shear 3.58 2. 06 0.98 0.53
Lateral shear 2. 30 1.40 0.74 0.47
A-P bend 2.33 1.53 0. 77 0.62
Medial bend 1.70 0.92 0. 48 0. 37
Lateral bend 1. 53 0. 88 0. 52 0. 32
Tension 22. 30 10. 51 4. 45 2.97
Torsion 5. 11 4. 30 3.89 3. 67
Overall stiffness
index (K) 1.96 1.12 0.64 0.48
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for a parallel pin configuration with
the pins 3 and 13cm from the fracture. The
bar has been placed an ter o-med i a 1 1 y and the
stiffness values for the different effective
pin lengths are shown. (Stiffness values
expressed as xl04 Newtons/metre). STtl^Bss
VAtue J5 CALCULATE PfcdO 10 (NOlUiOo^ PteoisfZ
Table 4.8
Changing the angles of the inner and outer pins in the
stiffest of the four pin configurations ( effective pin
length 2cm and the pins situated at 3 and 13cm) did alter
the stiffness values and the overall stiffness indices.
The effect of progressively diverging the outer pin from
the parallel position to 45 degrees is shown in Table
4.6.
It is apparent that the decrease in stiffness caused
by diverging the outer pin is again not uniform
throughout the loading modes. Angling the pin seems to
protect A-P shear compared with A-P bend which drops to
50.7% of its original value. The overall stiffness index
drops as the angle increases.
If the outer pin is placed at 90 degrees to the bar
and the inner pin is placed at an increasingly convergent
angle the stiffness values and overall stiffness indices
change (Table 4.7).
Again A-P shear seems to be protected by angling the
pins whereas the stiffness for A-P bend at 45 degrees
drops to 26.7% of the value with the pins parallel. It is
interesting that the overall stiffness value is raised if
the inner pin converges at 15 degrees but if the angle
exceeds this the value drops.
If the position of the fixator bar is changed so that
it is on the antero-media1 border there is a change in
the stiffness values and the overall stiffness indices.
Table 4.8 shows the results for parallel pin placements
at 3 and 13cm.
Comparison with Table 4.2 will show that the overall
stiffness indices for antero-media1 placement are not
only lower than for a lateral fixator placement but the
values drop more quickly with increasing pin length.
Placing the bar antero-media1ly increases the stiffness
of fixation in the A-P direction with both shear and
bending loads. Torsional stiffness is also increased.
There is however a drop in stiffness in medially and
laterally applied forces as well as in tension. The other
striking feature of the antero-media11 y placed fixator is
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the relative difference in stiffness values between the 2
and 8cm effective pin lengths. In contrast to the
laterally placed fixator all the stiffness values drop to
between 13.3% and 26.6% of their original values except
for torsion which is maintained at 71.8%.
The effect of the plastic bushes at a specific pin
position and effective pin length was examined as was the
effect of not using a bush. In this case the effect of
placing the transfixion pins in the grooves separating
the fixation units was examined. The results are shown in
Table 4.9.
For comparative purposes the Hoffmann-Vida1 frame was
examined. Prior to the commencement of the experiment ten
different configurations of the Hoffmann were analysed on
the jig and Vidal's statement that his double frame (Fig.
3.1) was the most rigid of the common configurations was
confirmed. Accordingly the stiffest configuration of the
Hughes was compared with the Hoffmann-Vidal double frame
(Table 4.10). The Hoffmann transfixion pins were placed
at 9, 11 and 13cm from the fracture and the side clamp
separation was kept to a minimum.
Discussion.
The jig used in this experiment is very much simpler than
those used by other workers. This is to its advantage if
the results gained are reproducible and accurate. Table
4.0 shows a sample of the results from the jig indicating
their reproducibility. It must be emphasized however that
great care is required to achieve consistency as the
clock gauge must be reset accurately after each reading.
The linear relationship found between the deflection
reading and the applied load probably only exists for
these relatively small loads and if much larger loads
were placed on the system it is possible that the
stiffness values would have to be calculated in a
different manner. However the applied loads in this
30




Pin in groove 2. 50
Pin out of groove 2.02
Stiffness values for the two bushes and no
bush at one particular configuration. The
pins were 3 and 13cm from the fracture with
an effective pin length of 2cm. A medial
bending load was used. (Stiffness values
expressed as xl0^ Newtons/metre). tQCK








A-P shear 4.36 1.62 2.62
Medial shear 3.58 5.60 2. 90
Lateral shear 2.30 5.77 3.10
A-P bend 2.33 1.42 2.16
Medial bend 1. 70 2.50 2.33
Lateral bend 1.53 2.99 2.45
Tension 22 . 30 27.25 14 . 00
Torsion 5. 11 4.36 5. 30
Overall stiffness
index (K) 1. 96 2. 26 1. 60
Stiffness values and overall stiffness
indices for parallel pin configurations with
the pins 3 and 13cm from the fracture for
both the laterally and antero-medially (A-M)
placed Hughes fixators. Effective pin length
is 2cm. The results for a comparably located
Hoffmann-Vida 1 double frame are shown.
(Stiffness values expressed as x10 4
Newtons/metre) . bftCH vAtft> US
< iA f£.Q pfyo
Table 4.10
experiment were felt to be representative of the loading
on a tibia through which no weight was being taken.
The main disadvantage of this jig is the difficulty
involved in setting it up to achieve consistent results.
It was necessary to accurately place both the loads and
the gauge when changing the wooden blocks. The use of
wood was advantageous in that it could be changed between
experiments and gave consistent results. The obvious
criticism of its use is that loosening of the pin/wood
interface is unlikely to resemble pin/bone loosening. The
results gained on this jig therefore apply to a clinical
situation where pin/bone loosening has not occurred. The
same criticism can be levelled at other jigs which use a
bone substitute material.
Given these criticisms it is now possible to define
which configuration of the Hughes fixator will hold a
fracture most rigidly.
1) The effective pin length should be 2cm. It is
difficult in the clinical situation to place a bar
exactly at a particular pin length. The bar should be
placed as close to the limb as is practical.
This close proximity of the bar to the limb has also
been suggested by Evans et al (1979) using the Oxford
device and alluded to byChao et al (1979) who placed the
side clamps of the Hoffmann at 7.5cm to accommodate the
size of a thigh.
2) With the inner pins at 3cm from the fracture the
outer pins should be placed at 13cm. Again it may well be
impossible to achieve this in the clinical situation. For
maximum stability the inner pins should be as close to
the fracture as possible with the outer pins as far away
as is practical.
The effect of pin separation has mainly been studied
in the Hoffmann where a group of three pins of smaller
diameter are used instead of the larger diameter pin used
with the Hughes. Both Chao et al (1979) and McCoy (1980)
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found that the altering the distance between the pin
groups did affect stiffness although not markedly in
torsion. McCoy also found that changing the distance
between the fracture and the inner pin groups had less
effect on stiffness. Eghker (1980) laid down
comprehensive guidelines for using the Hoffmann in
particular fractures and suggested that the strength of
the bone into which the pin was inserted was more
important than the pin separation. Tables 4.2 - 4.4 show
that with the Hughes fixator an increasing pin separation
affects A-P shear and bending modes more than the others.
Torsion, tension and medial and lateral shear are
maintained at greater than 80% of their original value.
3) The inner pins should converge at 15 degrees. This
again caused a reduction in stiffness in A-P shear and
bending modes as well as in tension although the
stiffness values for the other modes were increased. The
slight increase in the overall stiffness index gained by
angling the pins is not enough to outweigh the advantage
of applying the fixator with all pins at 90 degrees to
the frame. This parallel configuration allows the bar to
be moved away from the leg after a period of time. The
possible advantage of this will be discussed later. The
only other work on pin angulation was done by Evans et al
(1979) who suggested that a 20 degree divergence of the
outer pins on the Oxford fixator would increase the
stif fness.
4) The addition of a third pin to the system does not
increase the stiffness. Clinically this is only necessary
when a separate bone fragment needs to be stabilised.
Chao et al (1979) suggested that the addition of more
pins to a Hoffmann system did increase stability.
The effect of changing the pin diameter was not
examined as it was the intention to provide biomechanica1
guidelines for the application of the currently available
Hughes device. The use of other pins would affect the
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stiffness which varies with the fourth power of the
radius and the Young's modulus of the component material.
The importance of pin construction will be mentioned
later.
5) The rectangular bush confers greater stiffness than
the spherical bush but no more than placing a transfixion
pin without a bush in one of the larger grooves on the
bar. Clinically no bush need be used if the pin is placed
at 90 degrees to the bar but if the pin is inserted at
any other angle the use of a rectangular bush will
increase the stiffness. The spherical bush may of course
be used to allow movement in the sagittal plane.
6) A laterally placed fixator bar confers greater
overall stiffness than an antero-media 11y placed bar
(Table 4.9). However the antero-medial location seems to
provide a more even spread of stiffness values over the
range of loading modes and it still has a higher overall
stiffness than the Hoffmann-Vidal frame. As the antero-
medial location is clinically useful in the treatment of
tibial fractures the relative stiffness of the Hughes
device in this location is encouraging.
Stiffness in the different loading modes.
The lack of uniform stiffness in the different loading
modes (Tables 4.2 - 4.4) is important as it has been
stated that different loads affect bone healing in
different ways. Many workers have investigated the
response of healing bones to different loads but
unfortunately the choice of the load used in any one
experiment seems to have been dictated by individual
preference and ease of experimental use rather than by
any knowledge of which loads a fracture is likely to meet
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during the healing phase. Most workers (Weir et al, 1949;
Henry et al, 1968; Jager et al, 1976; Sarmiento et al,
1977; Ekeland et al, 1981) have used a bending force but
torsional forces (Burstein and Frankel, 1971; Braden et
al, 1973; Paavolainen et al, 1979) and a tensile force
(Evans, 1973) have also been used.
The situation is further complicated by work done by
Ekelund et al (1981) who compared the effect of different
loading modes on bone healing. They showed that healing
rat femora treated without rigid fixation regained full
bending strength within 8 weeks but did not regain full
torsional strength for 13 weeks. It would therefore seem
that healing bone may respond differently to different
loads at different times in the healing process.
The exact loads to which any fractured bone will be
exposed over the period of time necessary to heal the
fracture are unknown. They will vary depending on which
bone is fractured but with regard to the tibia it is
likely that it will be exposed to all the different
loading modes at different times and frequently to a
combination of modes.
Lanyon et al (1975) demonstrated the complexity of the
loading modes acting on the human tibia during the common
physiological activities of walking and jogging. Carter
(1978) using Lanyon's data showed that tibial loading
during normal walking is compressive during heel strike,
tensile during the stance phase and compressive during
push off. A relatively high shear stress appears in the
later portion of the gait cycle denoting significant
torsional loading.
It is likely that the tibial loading following
fracture will be different from that acting on the intact
bone and will depend on several factors.
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A) The type of fracture treatment.
It is known that internally fixing fractures rigidly
alters the bone's response to different loads. Jager et
al (1976) demonstrated a decrease of 70-80% in the
bending strength of osteotomised rabbit tibiae as
compared with only 40% after conservative treatment.
Braden et al (1973) reported recovery of only 36.7% of
normal torsional stiffness 10 weeks after plate fixation
of canine femora.
Paavolainen et al (1979) showed that the torsional
strength of osteotomised rabbit tibiae following internal
fixation was normal up to 9 weeks but fell between 9 and
24 weeks after the osteotomy indicating a change in the
bone. This change is attributed to the phenomenon of
stress sparing (Uhthoff and Dubuc, 1971; Akeson et al,
1976). The possible stress sparing effect of external
fixation is unproven although Terjesen and Benum (1983)
have suggested that the Hoffmann-Vida1 frame does have
such an effect but that it is less pronounced than with a
metal plate. It is highly probable that any stress
sparing of external fixation is directly proportional to
its stiffness. The exact effect however that external
fixation might have on a healing bone's response to
different loading is unknown.
B) Presence of callus.
Callus increases the area and polar moments of inertia of
a healing bone. Therefore the greater the quantity of




If a patient with a long bone fracture is managed by non
weight-bearing mobilisation then the loading to which the
fracture will be subjected will be derived mainly from
muscle action. The effect of any muscle action will
depend on the extent of any muscle damage or paralysis,
the particular exercise regime used and whether the
fracture has been rigidly fixed. If full weight bearing
on a tibial fracture is allowed then the loading may
approach that shown by Carter.
Radin et al (1979) reiterate the statements of
previous authors in saying that excess shear and bending
loads are detrimental to fracture union. Thus a good
external fixation device should presumably be stiff in
these modes. Lanyon's work suggests that additionally it
should be stiff in torsion. However Sarmiento's work
suggests it need not be stiff in tension or compression
as cyclical loading seems to facilitate union.
The Hughes device fulfils some of these criteria. It
is stiff in medial and lateral shear and bending modes as
well as in torsion. It is however less stiff in A-P shear
and bending modes and presumably excessively stiff in
tension. The question as to what constitutes "correct"
stiffness can only be answered by experiment or by
comparison with a proven fixator.
Table 4.10 shows the comparative results for the two
locations of the Hughes and the Hoffmann-Vida 1 frame.
Comparison of the Hoffmann-Vida 1 with the laterally
applied Hughes shows that the Hoffmann-Vida1 is stiffer
in A-P shear, bending and tension modes but less stiff in
the other modes. The antero-media 1 Hughes and the
Hoffmann-Vida 1 show a much more uniform distribution of
stiffness values than the laterally applied Hughes
suggesting that they may better resist all the various
loads to which the healing bone may be exposed. The lower
stiffness in tension seen with the Hoffmann-Vidal might
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be an advantage as cyclical loading of the fracture may
be facilitated.
Comparison with other devices is difficult. As
previously mentioned the survey of Campbell and Kempson
(1980) did not compare the stiffest configurations of the
various fixators. However they did show that the Hughes
device was relatively stiff in lateral bending and
compression modes but they did not examine it in shear or
torsional modes.
McCoy et al (1980) set up six configurations of four
different fixators using a Hoffmann-Vidal frame that was
similarly arranged to the one in this experiment. They
did not measure shear force but found that the Hoffmann-
Vidal frame was weakest in A-P bending mode and
progressively stiffer in torsion, lateral bending and
tension modes. Extrapolating their figures makes the
Hughes device comparable in A-P bending mode with the
bilateral Kronner and Roger Anderson devices and the
circular Vo 1kov-Oganesyan fixator. The only device to
show a significantly higher overall stiffness was the
five bar Kronner. It would seem that the Hughes fixator,
whether applied to the lateral or antero-medial sides of
a limb, is stiffer than the Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame
and comparable to other more complex devices.
Sarmiento (1977) has re-illustrated the importance of
cyclical loading in facilitating fracture union. The
relative stiffness of the Hughes in tension may therefore
be a drawback and the Oxford fixator which is also stiff
in tension (Campbell and Kempson, 1980) has been equipped
with a device to provide cyclical fracture loading (Evans
and Harris, 1980). Tables 4.2 - 4.4 illustrate that
stiffness in tension drops markedly with an increasing
pin length regardless of the pin locations. If cyclical
loading is desired it can be introduced by simply moving
the fixator bar away from the leg. Fig. 4.4 shows how
the drop in overall stiffness varies with the effective
pin length for any of the three pin locations.
Interpolating this graph allows the change of stiffness
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A Review of the Current Concepts of
Bone Healing and Bone Blood Flow.
Some workers have claimed that external skeletal fixation
promotes bone union (Parkhill, 1897; Bradford and Wilson,
1942) while others claim that it promotes delayed or non¬
union of fractures (Gustilo, 1982) This dichotomy of
opinion makes it important to study fracture healing
using external fixation under controlled conditions. The
clinical studies in the literature are uncontrolled and
open to criticism. A full histological survey of fracture
healing with external fixation does not exist although
Hey Groves (1921) made some relevant observations and
Yamagishi and Yoshimura (1955) and later White et al
(1977) looked at the effect that external fixation had on
callus formation.
The "classical" method of fracture healing with callus
formation has been extensively studied. In this process
the early stages of fracture repair are marked by acute
changes of local haemorrhage, inflammation and necrosis.
This is followed by a proliferation of repair tissue and
osteogenic cells leading to the formation of fibrous
tissue, cartilage and new bone at the fracture site.
After union of the fracture there follows a degree of
remodelling of the callus and new bone.
This view of fracture healing persisted until Lane in
1914 wrote about the concept of bone healing without
callus formation. Krompecher (1937) analysed ossification
in relation to local mechanical conditions and suggested
that given rigid conditions healing of cortical bone
without callus could occur. Danis (1949) suggested that
this was the ideal mode of healing for long bone
diaphyseal fractures and this concept of primary bone
union was widely taken up throughout the world
principally as a result of the elegant work carried out
by the AO group (Schenk and Willenegger, 1967; Perren et
al, 1969; Allgower et al, 1975).
The effect of different stiffnesses of fracture
fixation was examined by Yamagishi and Yoshimura (1955)
who used a small bilateral external fixation frame
incorporating Kirschner type wires to stabilise rabbit
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tibial osteotomies. They examined the callus formed and
demonstrated that the amount and its histological make-up
varied with the amount of movement permitted at the
fracture site. It was however Hey Groves (1921) who had
initially commented that his external transfixion device
had permitted healing of cat tibial osteotomies with a
small amount of callus. He attributed this to "the
absence of friction between the bone ends".
Fracture healing can be regarded as a spectrum with
primary bone union, or healing without callus, at one end
and dependence on callus to bridge fracture gaps at the
other. The healing process between these extremes is
modified by several factors including movement.
It is important however not to regard these two ends
of the spectrum as different types of bone union. There
are only two embryo 1ogica1 methods of forming bone,
by membranous and endochondral ossification. Membranous
ossification involves fibroblasts increasing in size,
their nuclei becoming eccentric and then changing to
osteoblasts. Osseous material is then secreted and
eventually trabeculae are formed. In endochondral
ossification there is an invasion of a pre-existing
cartilaginous model (callus) by osteoclasts and
osteoblasts and gradually new bone replaces the
cartilage. The importance of callus in bone healing
cannot be overemphasized. It must be remembered that in
evolutionary terms attempts at closed or open fracture
reduction have occurred only very recently and even today
many fractures will have to heal across a gap which is
not bridged by bone. Cartilaginous callus has evolved as
a method of bridging bone gaps and filling bone defects
and its principle controlling mechanisms reflect the
conditions found in displaced fractures.
The production of cartilage is affected by a number of
variables such as the age of the animal and the amount of
movement at the fracture site. Movement promotes
chondrogenesis as well as callus proliferation probably
through shearing stresses (Sevitt, 1981). The production
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of cartilage is also stimulated by relative ischaemia
(Ham, 1930) and is therefore affected by the amount of
initial fracture displacement and the degree of soft
tissue damage associated with this. A common
misconception is that cartilage formation and its
ossification occur consecutively. In fact the processes
occur simultaneously and there is evidence that cartilage
may actually stimulate ossification (Urist, 1965).
If cartilage formation is important in bridging bone
gaps then endochondral ossification is important in
determining the final strength of the bridging bone. In
this process the swollen cartilage cells are invaded by
capillaries which bring in osteoblasts to the area.
Chondrolysis occurs and new bone is laid down between the
ingrowing vessels. The woven bone filaments so formed
coalesce to form trabeculae. Endochondral ossification is
peripheral in origin but may occur in a number of places
simultaneously. The cartilage mass is therefore
progressively reduced in size until it dissappears to be
completely replaced by bone. The cartilaginous basis for
this type of fracture repair is sometimes reflected by
the appearance of central foci of cartilage within bony
trabeculae long after clinical fracture union.
By tradition the word callus has come to mean the
cartilaginous and osseous repair tissue associated with
the periosteum rather than the repair tissue seen in the
medulla. However with the exception of the amount of
callus formed the processes are not dissimilar. The role
of medullary ossification has been understated in recent
literature but it is very important in the healing of
human fractures. The process relies mainly on membranous
ossification although islands of cartilage are often seen
in the medulla which undergo endochondral ossification.
Medullary ossification is obviously important in the bony
union of cancellous fractures but Sevitt (1981) has
suggested that it plays a major role in the early
stabilisation of rigidly fixed long bone fractures.
Membranous and endochondral ossification account for
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all bone healing. When bone healing with callus formation
occurs membranous ossification is still seen in the
medullary tissue. In primary bone union the
histologically visible cutter cones form cortical
channels down which membranous ossification can proceed.
Different conditions merely modify the relative
proportions of each component part of the healing
process.
Despite our fairly extensive knowledge about bone
healing there are still a number of simple questions that
need to be answered.
1) What is the role of the fracture haematoma?
The traditional view is that fibrin in the haematoma
facilitates fibrovascu1ar invasion which encourages
healing. Allgower (1956) suggested that haematoma
leucocytes may be transformed into fibroblasts. Pritchard
(1963) suggested that the osteogenic blastema arising
from the medulla invades the haematoma and produces new
bone. Heiple and Herndon (1966) suggested that haematoma
was detrimental to fracture healing. This view is
supported by Sevitt (1981) who states that the
haematoma is quickly lysed and implies that it has no
particular function.
2) What is the clinical role of primary bone
union? There is no doubt whatsoever that primary bone
union occurs in the experimental situation but Sevitt
(1981) has expressed doubts as to its occurrence in the
clinical situation. In the few human post-mortem
specimens that he examined soon after rigid plating he
found gap healing by secondary means rather than primary
bone union.
3) What is the relative importance of intra¬
medullary healing? This aspect of bone union has been
neglected compared with the role of cortical healing.
Charnley (1953) showed that medullary union was
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facilitated by compressive rigid fixation and Sevitt has
stated that stability provided by medullary union is
clinically a very important part of primary bone union.
The blood supply of bone.
The blood supply of bone is also incompletely
understood. Its vascularity was first noted by van
Leuwenhoek in 1674 and Havers in 1691 described the
penetration of the cortex by the nutrient artery and the
metaphyseal arcade. Albinus in 1756, using a vascular
injection technique, was able to demonstrate fine blood
vessels in the Haversian canals (Rhinelander and Wilson,
1982). He identified vessels entering and leaving the
bone from both the periosteal and endosteal surfaces.
This apparently dual vascularity was not investigated
further until the 1940's when more sophisticated
injection techniques facilitated research. More recently
the use of radioactive tracers, microspheres and scanning
agents has been introduced.
The microangiographic studies of Trueta and Harrison,
(1953), Rhinelander and Baragy, (1962) and Rhinelander,
(1972, 1974) indicate that bone does have a dual blood
supply derived from the nutrient artery and the
periosteum. Recent debate has centred round three main
areas.
1) What is the proportion of the cortex supplied
by the medullary and periosteal circulations?
2) What is the direction of blood flow in the
bone?
3) What vascular connections exist between the
two blood supplies and do modern experimental techniques
affect these anastomoses?
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Most authors believe that the medullary supply is the
more important of the two and that it supplies about two-
thirds of the cortex. This belief is supported by the
work of Trueta and Cavidas (1955), Brooks and Harrison
(1957), Morgan (1959) and Gotham (1961) with rabbits.
Brookes (1958) confirmed similar findings in the rat as
did Gotham (1961) in the Blue Mangabey monkey and Brookes
(1958) and Nelson et al (1960) in the human tibia.
The flow of blood in bone is thought to be centrifugal
moving from medulla to periosteum (Brookes, 1971;
Rhinelander, 1972, 1982). Branemark (1959) is in a
minority in suggesting a centripetal flow but his
experimental model had had most of the cortex removed and
therefore was not physiological. Brookes (1971) has
however demonstrated that under pathological conditions
blood flow can become centripetal. This has been shown
experimentally following ligation of the nutrient artery
in a rabbit and also in human occlusive vascular disease
and osteoarthritis.
The question of possible anastomoses between the two
blood supplies is important as not only does it influence
the cortical blood supply following fracture but it also
affects the use of micro-angiographic techniques. If
anastomoses exist but are usually closed then the
injection of non-physio1ogica1 materials under high
pressure may well open them creating centrifugal flow
and giving a false idea of the medullary contribution to
the cortical blood supply.
De Bruyn (1970) thought that anastomoses were common
and that the two blood supplies were in series. However
he is in a minority. Gothman (1961) showed the presence
of small anastomoses but most workers believe that if
anastomoses exist they are of little functional
significance and that the blood supplies are in parallel
(Brookes and Harrison, 1957; Lopez-Curto et al, 1980).
Recent research has been into bone blood flow and its
differences within and between bones. Various techniques
have been used to measure flow. Venous outflow
measurement (Cumming , 1962; Post and Shoemaker, 1964),
tracer uptake and clearance techniques (Copp and Shin,
1965; Kelly et al, 1971; McElfresh and Kelly, 1974),
labelled erythrocytes (Brookes, 1 9 7 1 )and the
fractionation of diffusible indicators (Kane and Grim,
1969) have all been used. However none of these methods
permit the measurement of total or regional blood flow to
one or more bones in the same animal and thus the use of
labelled microspheres to measure flow has become popular
(Wagner et al, 1969; Archie et al, 1973; Heymann et al,
1977).
Bone blood flow after fracture has been examined by
several workers (Gothman, 1961; Rhinelander and Baragy,
1962; Cavidas and Trueta, 1965; Rhinelander et al, 1968;
Paradis and Kelly, 1975; Hughes et al, 1978). After a
fracture the blood supply to the bone increases (Wray and
Lynch, 1959; Rhinelander, 1968). This increase has also
been shown after an experimentally induced tibial
osteotomy in dogs and to be at its maximum of four times
the control value at 10 days after osteotomy following
which it progressively decreases to return to control




Bone Healing and Bone Blood Flow with
the Hughes External Fixator. The
Technique and Results of an Animal
Experiment.
To investigate the effect of external skeletal fixation
on bone healing and blood flow an experiment was set up
using the New Zealand white rabbit as the experimental
model. Bilateral tibial osteotomies were performed in ten
adult male rabbits. In all animals the right-sided
osteotomy was stabilised with a miniature Hughes external
fixator while the contra-latera 1 osteotomy was treated
with a long leg cast for comparative purposes. The
animals were kept alive for between one and ten weeks and
were then sacrificed after the injection of radioactively
labelled microspheres. The activity, and hence the blood
flow, was assessed at the fracture sites and bone healing
examined using light microscopy. In three animals renal
artery blood was sampled prior to sacrifice so that
comparative values of fracture site blood flow could be
calculated.
Materials and Methods.
A) External fixation device.
Prior to the commencement of the experiment it was
necessary to design an external fixation device suitable
for use on the rabbit tibia (Fig 6.1). This was closely
modelled on the Hughes device although owing to problems
of scale the two pins on each side of the fracture are
secured under one clamp. It measures 7.8x 1.2x 1.2cm.
B) Operative technique.
The experimental technique was adapted from that of Lunde
and Michelsen (1970). Each rabbit was anaesthetised with
halothane using a barbiturate for induction. Once
anaesthesia was established the abdomen and lower limbs
were shaved and the skin prepared with hibitane (Fig
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Fig 6.1
The small external fixator devised for stabilising tibial
osteotomies in the rabbit. It is modelled on the Hughes
device and measures 7.8 x 1.2 x 1.2cm. The AO small frag¬
ment cortical screws were used as transfixion pins with
two screws being held in each half of the device.
6.2).
An incision was made on the antero-media1 border of
the right hind limb such that it would eventually lie at
a distance from the transfixion pins (Fig. 6.3). After
mobilisation of the skin, individual incisions were made
down to bone to allow four transfixion pins to be
inserted into the tibia. The medial border of the tibia
is virtually subcutaneous and little muscle dissectiion
is required to place the pins.
Each pin hole was pre-drilled and tapped according to
standard AO techniques (Muller et al, 1979) and four
3.5mm AO cortical screws (Fig 6.1) were placed in the
bone as transfixion pins. The pins were parallel and
placed at 90 degrees to the bar. Both cortices of the
tibiae were transfixed and each pin penetrated the skin
through a separate skin incision (Fig 6.4). After
insertion of the four pins a 0.4mm osteotomy was made in
the mid diaphyseal area below the tibio-fibular
synostosis, using a hand held blade (Fig. 6.5). The
periosteum was not elevated prior to making the
osteotomy. After clearing all bone debris with saline a
7.8cm Hughes fixator was then applied (Fig. 6.6) without
compression. Compression was not applied for two reasons.
It is difficult to standardise the amount of compression
that can be applied in both the experimental and clinical
situations. In addition many of the fractures that are
treated with an external fixator are very comminuted and
the application of compression is neither possible nor
desirable. After application of the fixator the wound was
closed and post-operatively a light cast was applied over
the fixator to minimise rabbit interference with the
wound and the device.
A skin incision was then made on the antero-media 1
border of the left hind limb and a similar osteotomy made
in the tibia. The wound was closed and a standard long
leg cast was applied (Fig. 6.7). A post-operative X-ray
was taken (Fig. 6.8).
As each operation was performed under clean rather
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Fig 6.2
A New Zealand white rabbit shaved and prepared for
surgery. Sterile drapes are used and the feet are wrapped
in sterile bandages.
Fig 6.3
The incision is made on
limb such that it will
pins after closure.
the antero-media 1 aspect of the
lie forward of the transfixion
Fig 6.4
AO small fragment cortical screws were used as
transfixion pins. They were inserted parallel to each
other and at right-angles to the bone. Each screw was
inserted through a separate skin incision with as litle
muscle dissection as possible being performed.
Fig 6.5
A mi d-diaphysea 1 osteotomy was performed with a hand
held, 0.4mm saw. Power was not used because of the
possible damage to bone and soft tissue.
Fig 6.6
The rabbit external fixator was then applied and the
component screws tightened. Compression was not applied.
The wound was then closed with non-absorbable sutures.
Fig 6.7
After a similar osteotomy was made in the contra-1ateral
tibia bilateral baycast casts were applied. On the left
side a standard long-leg cast was used to control the
osteotomy while on the right a light cast was applied
over the fixator to minimise animal interference with the
device and the skin incision.
Fig 6.8
A post-operative X-ray showing the positions of both
osteotomies.
than sterile conditions a prophylactic intra-muscu1ar
dose of 200mg of cepha1 or idine was given pre-operatively
and repeated four and eight hours post-operatively. Oral
antibiotics were then continued for a further month.
After an interval of between one and ten weeks the
animals were again anaesthetised and on this occasion the
left brachial artery was exposed in the axilla. It was
cannulated with the tip of the cannula being passed into
the aorta (Fig. 6.9) and approximately 105 15p Cobalt57
labelled microspheres were introduced using a slow
injection technique and the artery flushed with saline.
After one minute the animal was killed with an intra¬
venous barbiturate.
To provide information on absolute flow rates the left
renal artery of three rabbits was cannulated prior to
sacrifice. After the microspheres had been evenly
distributed through the circulation and before sacrifice
a known quantity of blood was sampled from the renal
artery in a known time and its activity counted.
Calculation of this reference flow allowed flow
measurements at the fracture sites to be calculated from
the formula.
Fb = Fr x Cb
cr
where = unknown blood flow.
Fr = renal artery blood flow in ml/min/g.
Cb = counts / min / g bone.
Cr = counts / min / g renal artery blood.
After sacrifice the tibiae were removed (Fig. 6.10)
and sectioned into three with the paired middle thirds
containing the fracture sites and an approximately
equivalent amount of bone including all callus. The
activity in all bone sections was then counted.
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Fig 6.9
At the second operation the brachial artery was isolated
in the left axilla and cannulated. Approximately 10^ 15p
Cobalt^ labelled microspheres were then injected into
the aorta just above the left atrium. The animal was
sacrificed one minute later.
Fig 6.10
After sacrifice the soft tissue was removed prior to the
tibiae being sectioned and counted. Note the difference
in callus formation between the externally fixed and the
control fractures. These fractures are 8 weeks old.
C) Choice of experimental animal.
Adult male New Zealand white rabbits were used as the
experimental animal. Young rabbits were not used because
of the possible effect of the open epiphyses on blood
flow. All animals were between 3.5 and 4.0 Kg in weight
and had been successfully quarantined prior to the
experiment suggesting that they were all in good health.
Sevitt (1981) has pointed out the difference in bone
healing between small animals and man stressing
particularly that the relative sizes of the bones and
cortices are different and that this alters healing.
However many workers (Trueta and Cavadias, 1955; Brookes
and Harrison, 1957 and Gothman, 1961) have demonstrated
that rabbits show very similar bone healing to man and
Rahn et al (1971) have clearly demonstrated that primary
bone union occurs in the rabbit.
The rabbit is particularly suitable for this type of
experiment as detail of the tibio-fibu1ar diaphyseal
blood supply is known (Brookes and Harrison, 1957 and
Gothman, 1961). Furthermore Gothman has shown that the
tibial nutrient artery passes laterally down the leg to
enter the diaphysis at the level of the t i b i o-f i bu 1 ar
synostosis. Therefore osteotomies made below this level
will not damage the nutrient artery.
Several workers have demonstrated the mechanical
symmetry of paired rabbit bones (Currey, 1969; White et
al, 1974) and as Paradis and Kelly (1975) and Hughes et
al (1978) have shown that mineral deposition in bone and
bone blood supply are closely related it seems reasonable
to assume that paired rabbit tibiae have a similar blood
flow. Morris and Kelly (1980) have shown this to be true
for the dog but in view of the importance of this point
to the final results the distribution of 1 5p Cobalt5^
labelled microspheres in the intact paired rabbit tibiae
was investigated. Two rabbits were injected and it was
found that the activity between the legs varied by less
than 2%.
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The only disadvantage of using the rabbit is that the
fixator must be placed medially as a lateral location not
only risks damage to the nutrient artery but also demands
considerable muscle dissection. As tibial fixators in man
are frequently placed antero-media 1 1 y this was not
considered a major problem.
D) Bone b1ood f1ow assessment.
The bone blood flow was estimated using 15p CobaltJ
labelled microspheres. The technique of injecting
microspheres was first used by Ya et al (1961). They
injected 6 0p microspheres in an attempt to get
chemotherapeut ic agents into small blood vessels. The
technique has been successfully used for the estimation
of blood flow by several workers (Lunde and Michelsen,
1970; Marcus et al 1976; Morris and Kelly, 1980).
The principle behind the use of labelled microspheres
to estimate bone blood flow is that microspheres will
become trapped in blood vessels of the appropriate
diameter. The numbers of trapped microspheres will be
directly proportional to the number of patent blood
vessels and therefore the level of activity recorded from
the microspheres will vary directly with the blood flow.
Gross et al (1981) reviewed the use of labelled
microspheres and concluded that if certain criteria were
met they provide a valid method of estimating blood flow.
They suggested that the microspheres should be 1 5|j in
size and that they should be injected slowly into the
left atrium to ensure good arterial mixing. The amount of
microsphere suspension fluid should be kept to a minimum
and the artery should be flushed with saline after
injection. These criteria were met in this experiment.
The major disadvantage of using microspheres in
animals is that they will not detect transient changes in
blood flow occurring over a few seconds. As this
experiment seeks to measure gradual flow changes this
disadvantage is not a problem.
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If the results are to be valid then all the
microspheres must be removed in one pass through the
circulation. This was shown to occur before the
commencement of the experiment by injecting microspheres
into the left brachial artery of two rabbits and then
sampling the blood from the right brachial artery after
the microspheres had distributed themselves in the
circulation. This sampled blood showed no activity beyond
that obtained from the background.
E) Choice of casting material
All casts were made of Baycast, a modern resin based
waterproof material. This was found to be impervious to
urine and too hard to be chewed by the rabbit.
Results.
The differences in bone weight and activity between the
externally fixed and the cast-treated leg are seen in
Table 6.1. Comparison of the relative weights of the
tibiae shows that the cast-treated tibiae are heavier
than the externally fixed bones. This is due to the
difference in the amounts of callus produced at the
fracture site (Fig. 6.10).
Table 6.1 also shows the weight and microsphere
counts per gram of bone of each tibial fracture site.
With the exception of weeks two to four comparison of the
relative activities at the fracture sites always shows
greater activity in the cast-treated leg. Thus the last
column in Table 6.1 shows the percentage increase in
activity of the cast-treated fracture compared with the
externally fixed fracture. The values for weeks two to
four are expressed as a percentage decrease.
The results are shown in graphical form in Fig. 6.11






















































































Relative weights of paired tibiae and
fracture sites and relative fracture
site activities. The percentage
difference in activity in the cast-
treated fracture compared with the
externally fixed fracture is shown in
the last column. (EF = Externally fixed,
CT = Cast-treated).





A graph showing the percentage difference in activity in
the cast-treated tibia compared with the externally fixed
tibia over the 10 week period. The important difference
occurs after 4 weeks when activity in the cast-treated
tibia (the graph line) greatly exceeds that of the fixed
tibia.
activity in the cast-treated fracture compared with the
externally fixed fracture. This shows that there is a
small increase in activity in the cast-treated fracture
site at week one followed by a period of three weeks of
very similar activity at both fracture sites. At the
fifth week however there is a difference in the relative
activity at the cast-treated fracture site with a
progressive rise up to week ten where there is a 90.3%
difference in activity, and therefore blood flow, between
the two fracture sites. The graph starts to level off at
the eighth week suggesting that the percentage difference
may not increase much further.
The fracture site blood flow was quantified at weeks
one, four and seven. The results are shown in Table 6.2.
The reasons for the flow differences between the two
fracture sites become apparent when the histology of the
healing fractures is examined sequentially. The fracture
sites at week one show considerable differences. In
addition to the bony overlap seen in the cast-treated
fracture (Fig. 6.12) the obvious differences are the
relative rates of medullary osteogenesis and the amount
of periosteal callus that has been formed. The cast-
treated fracture has a considerable quantity of haematoma
and inflammatory exudate between the bone ends. There is
early periosteal callus but no sign of any medullary
osteogenesis. In contrast the externally fixed fracture
(Fig 6.13) shows little haemorrhage or inflammatory
exudate but the early signs of medullary osteogenesis are
already present with the deposition of fibro-vascu 1 ar
tissue in the medulla. There is very little periosteal
callus formation but early periosteal membranous
ossification can be seen in both fractures.
By three weeks the differences are even more apparent.
In the cast-treated fracture (Fig. 6.14) most of the
haematoma has been resorbed and the early signs of
medullary osteogenesis now exist. There has been a
considerable periosteal response with the formation of a
large amount of cartilaginous callus much of which has
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7 0.141 0. 270
Values for fracture site blood flow
at weeks one, four and seven.
Table 6.2
Fig 6.12
The cast-treated fracture at one week. Bony overlap is
present and there is a considerable amount of haematoma
and inflammatory exudate (A). There is no medullary
osteogenesis but periosteal reaction with callus
formation is evident (B). (Magnification x6.6).
Fig 6.13
The externally fixed fracture at one week. Medullary
fibro-vascular tissue is already evident (A) but there is
no significant periosteal reaction. There is very little
haematoma present. (Magnification xll).
Fig 6.14
The cast-treated fracture at three weeks. There is
considerable callus formation and although endochondral
ossification of the callus is proceeding quickly (B)
large areas of cartilaginous callus persist (A).
Haematoma is still present but medullary osteogenesis has
started (C). (Magnification x 22.5).
already undergone endochondral ossification. The callus
has not, however, bridged the fracture. Review of the
three week externally fixed fracture (Fig 6.15) shows
that medullary osteogenesis has proceeded quickly and
that there is medullary new bone across the fracture. The
periosteal reaction is very much less but Fig 6.15A
demonstrates that foci of cartilage are present between
the bone trabeculae although the little cartilage that
has been formed has already undergone endochondral
ossification to the extent that there is already
periosteal new bone across the fracture site. Callus
formation around the fracture site is uneven with more
callus being evident on the side of the fracture further
away from the fixator.
At six weeks the cast-treated fracture (Fig. 6.16)
shows evidence of both intra-medu11 ary and periosteal new
bone formation but there is as yet no bone bridging the
fracture. Areas of immature hyaline cartilage still exist
and the fracture has not yet united. The externally fixed
fracture (Fig. 6.17) shows that the medulla is already
returning to its pre-fracture state and the cortex
adjacent to the fixator is already showing signs of
remodelling. The opposite cortex shows periosteal new
bone formation. This fracture would appear to be healed
and this was confirmed in that after removal of the
fixator the bone could not be deformed. The cast-treated
fracture was clinically healed by eight weeks at which
time the fracture gap had been bridged by bone.
In addition to the constant histological differences
in callus formation seen in the externally fixed
fractures there is also a striking difference in the
cortical bone. By the third week after the fracture (Fig
6.15) a difference in the degree of apparent osteopenia
can be seen in the cortical bone adjacent to the fracture
site with the cortex further from the fixator being more
osteopenic. There is increased osteclastic activity with
bone resorption and the formation of vascular spaces in
the cortical bone. At four weeks (Fig. 6.18) the
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Fig 6.15
The externally fixed fracture at three weeks. The lower
cortex was nearer the fixator and the difference in
callus formation in the two cortices is clear.
Endochondral ossification (A) is proceeding quickly and
there are no large areas of cartilaginous callus seen
although Fig 6.15A shows that small foci of cartilage
exist between the trabeculae confirming the origin of the
new bone. Medullary ossification is advanced and the
fracture is bridged by both periosteal and medullary new
bone. The cortex further from the fixator (C) shows a
greater degree of osteopenia than the nearer cortex.
(Magnification x!0).
Fig 6.15A
A higher power view of the fracture healing seen in the
externally fixed fracture at three weeks. The Goldners
Trichrome stain shows up cartilage as a green colour and
small foci of cartilage are seen between the new
trabeculae. This confirms the cartilaginous origin of at
least part of the new bone. (Magnification x45).
Fig 6.16
The cast-treated fracture at six weeks. Although both
endochondral ossification of the periosteal callus and
medullary ossification are proceeding the fracture is not
yet bridged by bone. Areas of cartilaginous callus
persist (A). (Magnification x 9.5).
Fig 6.17
The externally fixed fracture at six weeks. The lower
cortex was nearest the fixator and again shows less
periosteal reaction than the far cortex. The medulla is
returning to its pre-fracture state (A) with the nearer
cortex already showing signs of remodelling (B) . The
further cortex is more osteopenic than the nearer cortex
(C) . (Magnification x 9.5).
Fig 6.18
The externally fixed fracture at four weeks showing the
difference in cortical osteporosis caused by the
enlargement of medullary blood vessels passing through
the cortex (A). The lower cortex was nearer the fixator.
(Magnification x 15).
Fig 6.19
The externally fixed fracture at nine weeks showing the
appearance of the two cortices to be very similar
suggesting that the medullary response is complete. The
lower cortex was nearer the fixator. (Magnification x
10.5) .
differences in the cortical appearance are more obvious
and they have increased further by six weeks (Fig.6.17).
By nine weeks (Fig 6.19), after fracture union, the
appearance of the cortices is very similar.
Discussion.
Bone blood flow and bone healing in externally fixed
fractures has been compared with the same processes in
cast-treated fractures which have been extensively
studied by other workers. It is accepted that cast
treatment of fractures does not provide a constant
comparable healing method in terms of stability but the
widespread use of casting vindicates its use in this
experiment.
Table 6.1 shows that there is a difference in blood
flow at the paired fracture sites over most of the ten
week period. As only one rabbit was used at each time
interval any information to be gained from the results is
best obtained by studying the overall trend rather than
the individual results. The results show that there are
individual differences in microsphere uptake between
rabbits and therefore if absolute values for fracture
site activity were to be obtained a large number of
rabbits would have to be studied at each time interval.
The trend indicates little difference in the uptake of
microspheres and in the blood flow until the fifth week,
following which there is an increasing difference in
blood flow up to the tenth week at which point the cast-
treated fracture shows a 90.3% increased flow compared
with the externally fixed fracture. The explanation of
the difference is to be found by studying the histology
of the fracture sites.
None of the fractures healed by primary bone union. As
compression had not been applied this finding was not
unexpected. All the fractures healed by secondary means
with callus being present in different quantities at each
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fracture site. The externally fixed fractures however
showed more medullary osteogenesis than the cast-treated
fractures where periosteal healing was more immediate and
possibly more important. Medullary ossification in the
externally fixed fractures had commenced at week one and
was well established by week three. At this time it was
only just starting in the cast-treated fractures, the
absence of rigidity and the presence of haematoma being
detrimental to its establishment. Even after medullary
ossification had become established in the cast-treated
fractures it was not as important a component in the
overall healing process as the endochondral ossification
of the periosteal callus. The acceleration of the
medullary ossification in the externally fixed fractures
was such that the process seemed to have been completed
by about six weeks at which time neither medullary or
periosteal ossification had stabilised the cast-treated
fractures.
In contrast to medullary ossification periosteal
reaction was very much more marked in the cast-treated
fractures where early callus formation could be seen at
one week. By three weeks the cast-treated fractures
showed prolific callus but the endochondral ossification
of the callus was less advanced than in the externally
fixed fractures where the small amount of callus that had
formed by this time had been almost completely replaced
by new bone.
The vascu1arisation of the tibial diaphysis of both
the rabbit and man, assuming the nutrient artery to be
intact, is derived mainly from the medulla aided by small
supplements from the periosteal and extra-osseous
circulations. Rhinelander and Wilson (1982) have shown
that rigidity of fracture fixation encourages new vessel
ingrowth at the fracture site. It would therefore seem
that the stability provided by external fixation
facilitates ingrowth of new vessels in the medullary
circulation thereby encouraging medullary osteogenesis. A
further factor contributing to early medullary new bone
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formation is the virtual absence of haematoma in the
fixed fracture. Rhinelander and Wilson (1982) have also
demonstrated that the presence of haematoma and
inflammatory exudate slows the ingrowth of new vessels.
While haematoma may have a role in providing osteogenic
hormones, leucocytes or fibroblasts its physical presence
is probably a barrier to new vessel ingrowth just as it
is in other tissues. By stabilising the fracture and
eliminating the haematoma medullary osteogenesis is
accelerated.
A review of the cast-treated fracture sites at weeks
one and three (Figs. 6.12 and 6.14) bears out this view
of the detrimental role of haematoma and motion at the
fracture site. Medullary osteogenesis in the cast-treated
fracture can only commence at week three after the
haematoma has been resorbed and when the periosteal
callus has so stiffened the fracture that conditions
suitable for new vessel ingrowth in the medullary
circulation exist.
The production of callus has been extensively studied
(Urist and McLean, 1941; Yamagishi and Yoshimura, 1955;
Brighton and Krebs, 1972; Heppenstall et al, 1975).
Several factors have been implicated in the production of
callus such as age (Camitz et al, 1934), local oxygen
tension (Clark and Clark, 1942; Heppenstall et al, 1975)
and endocrine abnormalities (Sissons and Hadfield, 1951;
Zadek and Robinson, 1961; Canalis et al, 1977). However
Yamagishi and Yoshimura (1955) showed that the
differentiation of callus is largely controlled
qualitatively, quantitatively and morphologically by
local biomechanical factors.
The external fixation provided by the small Hughes
device using stiff AO screws as transfixion pins
minimises fracture motion to the advantage of medullary
osteogenesis but to the detriment of periosteal callus
formation. This biomechanical effect is well seen in each
externally fixed fracture site as there is more callus
visible on the cortex further from the fixator compared
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with the stiffer adjacent cortex (Fig 6.20).
The endochondral ossification of callus also differs
in the paired fractures. In the cast-treated fractures
immature callus persists along with ossified callus up to
week ten whereas in the externally fixed fracture at week
three almost all the callus has undergone endochondral
ossification. It is difficult to know whether increased
rigidity increases the rate of endochondral ossification
or whether by merely producing less callus to ossify the
process is completed in a shorter time. Possibly both
factors play a part although it is likely that as new
vessel ingrowth is facilitated by stability an
acceleration of endochondral ossification occurs.
The relative osteopenic differences seen in the
cortices adjacent to the externally fixed fracture sites
are also likely to be related to differential stability.
Olerud (1968) and Rhinelander and Wilson (1982) have both
demonstrated cortical erosion by enlarging medullary
blood vessels passing through the cortex to vascularise
the forming callus, the process commencing at about three
weeks after the fracture. It is therefore the increased
medullary vascular response which is responsible for this
osteopenic condition. The changes are evident between
weeks three (Fig 6.14) and four (Fig 6.18) when the
medullary response is maximal and although there are
obvious changes seen at week six (Fig. 6.17) it is
probable that the cortex is starting to revert to its
normal state following the slowing of medullary
osteogenesis. By week nine (Fig. 6.19) the cortices are
almost identical.
This cortical osteopenic condition should not be
confused with the stress sparing effect. This process
occurs later in plated bones (Uhthoff and Finnegan, 1983)
and the osteopenia is seen on the cortex immediately
adjacent to the plate. It may occur in externally fixed
bone (Terjesen and Benum, 1983) but information on this
is scarce.
It is now apparent that the reason for the blood flow
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Fig 6.20
The differential callus formation seen in the externally
fixed tibiae. More callus was always formed on the cortex
further from the fixator the stiffness of fixation
decreasing as the distance from the fixator bar
increases.
differences shown in Table 6.1 is that callus
endochondral ossification and medullary ostegenesis occur
at different rates. Endochondral ossification of the
relatively avascular cartilaginous callus, with a
resulting increase in blood flow, occurs early in the
healing process in the cast-treated fracture, but for the
first four weeks this is balanced by the increase in
medullary blood flow in the externally fixed fracture.
After this time however there is a progressive decrease
in medullary blood flow in the externally fixed leg
accompanied by a continued increase in both endochondral
ossification and medullary osteogenesis in the cast-
treated leg.
The experiment suggests that if a rigid external
fixator is applied to a healing diaphyseal fracture with
the nutrient artery intact then:-
1) The periosteal reaction is decreased.
2) Theendochondra1 ossification of callus is accel¬
erated .
3) Medullary osteogenesis is enhanced.
4) There is an alteration in the relative importance
of periosteal callus formation and medullary
ossification in the healing process compared with
cast-treated fractures.
A consequence of treating diaphyseal fractures in a
cast is that it is usually impossible to retain a fully
reduced fracture position. Figure 6.8 illustrates this.
However healing in mal-aligned fractures is governed by
the same controlling mechanisms that govern perfectly
aligned fractures although the requirement for callus
formation varies with the degree of ma 1-a 1 ignment. The
changes noted between the externally fixed and cast-
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treated fractures are therefore due to the rigidity of
fixation rather than the alignment of the fractures.
It is difficult to interpret the values for blood flow
shown in Table 6.2 beyond saying that they show the flow
results for these particular rabbit osteotomies
stabilised by fixation methods which impose a particular
stiffness. Paradis and Kelly (1975) have published flow
rates in dog tibiae after fracture but the tibiae that
they studied were rigidly plated and thus were subject to
a different biomechanical environment. They showed that
flow rates increased after fracture for two weeks and
then decreased. These findings have been confirmed by
McCarthy et al (1983). It is impossible to compare these
results with the results of this experiment as the
obvious differences in fracture site activity between
different rabbits does not allow accurate comparison.
However the figures for the one week fractures compare
well with the published figures for intact rabbit tibiae





A Review of the Clinical Use of
External Fixation Devices.
The history of external skeletal fixation and its
clinical application was discussed in Section 1, chapter
1. The increase in numbers of different fixation devices
has been accompanied by an expansion in the indications
for their use. In some instances, such as the treatment
of the tibial fracture associated with extensive soft
tissue loss, the only practical alternative to external
fixation is frequently amputation. However it is fair to
say that some of the stated indications for external
fixation are only indications for fixation whether this
be internal or external. This chapter summarises the
modern concepts regarding external fixation and
highlights the more important indications for its use.
Externa1 skeletal fixation in trauma.
A) Long bone fractures.
Table 7.1 details the possible indications for the use of
external fixation in the acutely injured patient. Its
principal use is in the management of tibial fractures
associated with extensive skin or soft tissue loss. Many
workers have demonstrated its value in this situation
(Fellander, 1963; Vidal et al, 1970; Karlstrom and
Olerud, 1975; Jackson et al, 1978; Burney, 1979; Fischer
1982) .
Compound tibial fractures have been graded by several
workers (Ellis, 1958; Nicoll, 1964; Leach, 1975) with the
gradings depending on the amount of bone and soft tissue
damage as well as the degree of actual or potential
contamination. The classification recommended by Gustilo
(1982) has been used in this study as it provides a more
thorough assessment of open long bone fractures and it
approximates fairly well to other classification systems
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Indications for the use of External Fixation.
Table 7.1
Type 1. A wound of one centimetre or less and relatively
clean. There is a little soft tissue involvement
and no crushing component. The fracture is
usually a simple transverse or short oblique
fracture with minimal comminution.
Type 2. A laceration more than one centimetre in length
without extensive soft tissue damage but with a
minimal to moderate crushing component. The
fracture is usually a simple transverse or short
oblique fracture with minimal comminution.
Type 3. Extensive soft tissue damage including muscle,
skin and neuro-vascu1ar structures. It is often
associated with a high velocity injury or a
severe crushing component. Includes all open
segmental fractures, fractures with with neuro¬
vascular damage and fractures over eight hours
old.
Classification of open fractures.
(Gustilo, 1982) .
Table 7.2
There is little debate about the use of external
skeletal fixation in the treatment of Type 3 open tibial
fractures where there is associated soft tissue damage
and impaired bone vascularity (Fig 7.1). The need for
stability in this situation is accepted and both
unilateral and more complex frames have been successfully
used (Edge and Denham, 1981; Edwards, 1979; Behrens,
1982). The combination of external fixation with modern
plastic surgery techniques allows good results to be
achieved (Fig 7.2).
The treatment of type 1 and 2 open tibial fractures is
more controversial as other successful treatment methods
such as intra-medu11ary nailing and plating exist.
Frequently the actual choice of treatment method will be
dictated by the nature of the particular fracture and the
preference of the surgeon. External fixation is useful in
Grade 1 and 2 open fractures if there is extensive
comminution or if there are other associated fractures or
multiple organ failure (Behrens, 1982). Lawyer and
Lubbers (1979) and Krempen et al (1979) have used the
Hoffmann device to treat closed or grade 1 or 2 open
fractures with good results and Burney (1979) used
external fixation in a series of 1421 tibial fractures of
which about 50% were closed. He has suggested that
external fixation is suitable for all tibial fractures
but stresses that such external fixation should be of low
stif fness.
Kaplan and Pruitt (1980) consider that external
fixation is indicated in lower limb fractures associated
with extensive burns and Brooker (1979) feels that the
only alternative to this - namely traction - is
unsatisfactory.
The treatment of established non-union, both infected
and uninfected, by external fixation is also well
documented (Vidal et al, 1979; K1emm, 1979; Krempen et
al, 1979; Ordway, 1982). This is usually combined with
bone grafting and may be supplemented with electrical




The same grade 3 compound tibial fracture after the
original wound excision and application of the Hughes
fixator (7.1) and one year later (7.2) after a
myocutaneous flap based on the medial half of
gastrocnemius had been used to gain skin closure. Union
was complete.
the biomechanica1 environment alone by the application of
an external fixation device can cause a hypertrophic non¬
union to unite without bone grafting. The external
fixation of infected non-union allows for adequate bone
resection and provides the necessary conditions for
successful bone grafting (Burri, 1983). The technique of
Papineau bone grafting (Papineau, 1973) is particularly
facilitated by rigid external fixation (Burney and
Rasquin, 1983) and a healing rate of 95% in infected non¬
unions has been reported (Roy-Cami 1 le et al, 1976).
Bone grafting may also be necessary if bone loss is
present and the preservation of bone length can best be
accomplished using external fixation. Olerud (1979) has
shown the usefulness of external fixation in stabilising
a tibia while vascularised free fibular grafts are used
to restore tibial length.
Certain external fixation devices permit closed
distraction of tibial fractures. This may be necessary
after a period of inadequate initial fracture treatment
or after a delay caused by the treatment of a co-existing
problem such as a head injury. If the overlap is
considerable then slow progressive distraction may be
required to regain the appropriate length. This was
carried out successfully in two patients in this series.
One use for external skeletal fixation which has not
received attention in the literature is the stabilisation
of tibial fractures following fasciotomy. A fasciotomy is
usually performed following the establishment of a
compartment syndrome in a closed or minimally compound
fracture. Following fasciotomy fractures are difficult to
treat conservatively and the Hughes device has been used
to stabilise eight tibial fractures where a fasciotomy
has been required (Fig 7.3).
The tibia is not the only long bone in which fractures
have been stabilised with external fixation. However as
grade 3 fractures are more common in the tibia than in
the femur or the long bones of the upper limb its use
with other bones is limited, the main indication being a
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Fig 7.3
The Hughes external fixator has been found to be useful
in stabilising tibial fractures in limbs where a
fasciotomy has been required.
grade 3 compound fracture. Other treatments are
frequently employed for less severe fractures. The
absence of a subcutaneous border in long bones other than
the tibia means that muscle penetration is inevitable and
this can lead to pin track sepsis and stiffness in
adjacent joints.
Despite these potential problems external fixation has
been advocated in the treatment of femoral fractures
(Ronen et al, 1974; Seligson and Kristiansen, 1978).
Hughes and Sauer (1982) have described the use of the
Wagner device in the treatment of comminuted sub¬
trochanteric fractures and Edwards (1979) has shown that
the Hoffmann device can be used to stabilise a distal
femoral fracture.
The use of external fixation in the treatment of
uncomplicated long bone fractures in the upper limb is
rare. Kamhin et al (1977) reported on the external
fixation of six humeral fractures four of which were
closed injuries. The other two were treated following
failed internal fixation. Their results were satisfactory
but they still concluded that external humeral fixation
was mainly indicated for the treatment of Grade 3 open
fractures.
Henderson et al (1983) described the successful use of
external fixation in diaphyseal fractures of the radius
and ulna but concluded that its use should be restricted
to severe fractures and they advocated the use of plating
or intra-medu11 ary fixation for less complicated
fractures.
The tubular bones of the hand have also been
externally fixed (Dickson, 1975; Klemm, 1979; Oganesyan,
1983). Klemm recommends its use in the primary fusion of
comminuted digital intra-articu1 ar fractures and to
facilitate digital reimplantation. Dickson has shown how




External fixation has been found to be of greater value
in the upper limb in the treatment of comminuted intra¬
articular fractures. These can often only be adequately
reduced by applying a distraction force across the joint
and relying on the intact adjacent soft tissue to mould
the fracture fragments into a satisfactory position. This
concept has been labelled "1igamentotaxis" by Vidal et al
(1979) who have reported on the use of distraction
fixation in the hip, knee, ankle and wrist. The treatment
of distal radial fractures with intra-articular
comminution (Fig 7.4) has received much attention in the
literature (Cole et al, 1966; Cooney et al, 1979; Vidal
et al, 1979; Forgon and Mammel, 1981). It is suggested
that distraction fixation gives good results in treating
these fractures in the younger patient (Fig 7.5).
Letournel (1982) has advocated the use of the Judet
fixator for the treatment of ankle fractures associated
with skin loss, infection or a crush injury to the lower
limb. His indications are similar to those for diaphyseal
fractures and are infrequently seen.
Oganesyan (1982) has described the use of his circular
or semi-circular frames to facilitate joint movement. The
principle is that the fixator is hinged opposite the
joint to be mobilised and the bones are securely fixed
proximal ly and distally with transfixion pins. Active
joint movement is then encouraged. He advocates its use
in the treatment of joint contractures, in the reduction
of dislocations and in the fixation of peri-articu1ar
fractures. It is claimed that this treatment restores
articular congruity by facilitating not only the




A comminuted distal radial fracture in a 34 year old
male prior to treatment (7.4) and after a Hoffmann
external fixator had been applied with distraction (7.5).
The fixator was retained for eight weeks and the eventual
function was good.
C) Pel vie fractures.
External skeletal fixation can be used to treat pelvic
fractures for two reasons. Severe pelvic fractures are
often associated with massive haemorrhage, sciatic nerve
injuries and bladder and visceral disruption. Rigid
stabilisation can minimise blood loss and facilitate soft
tissue healing in the pelvis just as it does in grade 3
tibial fractures. Haemorrhage following pelvic fracture
can be severe and although internal fixation can be
successful (Whiston, 1953; Jenkins and Young, 1978) it
can be hazardous in the acute situation. Trunkey et al
(1974) have outlined the considerable problems of
treating such fractures conservatively. External fixation
offers particular advantages in this situation.
In addition to stabilising soft tissue injuries it
has been suggested that external pelvic fixation can be
used to treat certain fractures and dislocations (Slatis
and Karaharju, 1980; Sahlstrand, 1979; Grosse, 1979;
Mears and Fu, 1980; Tile, 1984). Grosse has suggested
that external pelvic fixation can be used to treat pubic
symphysis and sacro-iliac dislocations as well as
transverse acetabular fractures and central fracture
dislocations. Mears (1979) also suggests its use in
central fracture dislocations as well as in the
treatment of unstable pelvic ring fractures. Johnston
( 197 9) has advocated its use in the treatment of
Malgaigne or vertical shear fractures. Tile (1984) has
reviewed over 250 pelvic fractures and has also examined
the biomechanics of external pelvic fixation. He has
concluded that if the posterior sacro-iliac ligaments
are disrupted in addition to the anterior ligaments then
external fixation does not provide sufficient
stabilisation to permit acceptable maintainance of joint
reduction. Under these circumstances he advocates
internal fixation of the sacro-iliac joint. He does not




The results of treating pelvic fractures with external
fixation are difficult to assess as the relatively low
numbers of patients makes analysis difficult. However
there is little dispute as to their use in the initial
management of the unstable pelvis particularly if there
is severe haemorrhage. Tile's work suggests that they are
less useful in treating fractures or dislocations than
was first thought.
Externa 1 skeleta1 fixation in elective surgery.
The most frequent uses of external skeletal fixation in
elective or non-traumatic orthopaedic surgery are in leg
lengthening (Wagner, 1976) and arthrodesis (Charnley,
1953). Although all external fixators that permit
distraction and compression can be used the Wagner device
is used most commonly for leg lengthening and probably
the Charnley clamp for arthrodesis although Mears (1979)
has illustrated the use of the Hoffmann fixator in
arthrodesis of all the major joints. Schroder and
Frandsen (1983) have recently outlined the advantages of
external fixation in shoulder arthrodesis.
Any long bone osteotomy can be stabilised by external
fixation but most surgeons would advocate the use of
internal fixation if the soft tissue damage is minimal
and the risk of infection low.
Olerud (1979) has used the Hoffmann to stabilise a
pelvic osteotomy carried out for bladder extrophy. He has
also used the device for the stabilisation of a long bone
after tumour resection and for the progressive correction





A Study of the Clinical Use of the
Hughes External Fixator.
The Hughes external fixation device has been in extensive
clinical use since March 1980 and the results of a
prospective study of its use between March 1980 and March
1983 are presented. During this period the device was
used 62 times although 3 patients died prior to the
fixator being removed and their results have not been
included in the series. A total of 52 acute fractures, 3
non-unions, 3 osteotomies and 1 arthrodesis were treated.
Prior to March 1980 rather limited use had been made
of the device and a retrospective study of the results of
treatment of 5 non-unions, 2 acute fractures and 2
osteotomies is presented. No acute tibial fractures
treated before March 1980 are presented as their data is
incomplete.
The relative numbers and usage of the Hughes device in
this series is presented in Table 8.1.
Tibial diaphyseal fractures.
A total of 48 tibial fractures were treated with the
Hughes external fixation device between March 1980 and
March 1983. One woman sustained bilateral fractures and
therefore 34 males and 13 females were treated. The age
range was 13-80 years with a mean age of 36.9 years. The
age distribution in decades is shown in Figure 8.1.
Table 8.2 shows the distribution of the tibial
fractures. These were mostly in the middle and lower
thirds with few upper third fractures being treated
Of the 48 tibial diaphyseal fractures there were 9
closed, 2 Grade 1, 25 Grade 2 and 12 Grade 3 open
fractures. External fixation was used in the Grade 3
fractures because of the associated soft tissue injuries.
Sixteen of the Grade 2 fractures were treated by primary
external fixation and 9 were treated secondarily because
of failure of conservative management. Both the Grade 1
fractures were short oblique fractures primarily treated

















The distribution and relative numbers
of the conditions treated with a
Hughes external fixator.
Table 8.1
Age distribution of population
Fig 8.1
The age distribution of the patients with tibial
diaphyseal fractures treated with the Hughes fixator.
Location of fracture Number Percentage
Upper third 3 6.2
Middle third 18 37.5
Lower third 19 39.5
Segmental 8 16 . 5
Relative numbers and percentages of the
fractures in different areas in the tibia.
Table 8.2
externally fixed because fasciotomies were performed and
2 because of failure of conservative management. One
closed segmental fracture and 1 tibial fracture in a
tetraplegic were also externally fixed. All external
fixators were applied under antibiotic cover.
Fracture healing was obtained in all cases except in 1
closed and 1 grade 2 open fracture which remain unhealed
after eight months and one year respectively. Two of the
grade 3 fractures required eventual amputation and the
time to union for the remaining 44 fractures is presented
in Table 8.3.
Ellis (1958) showed that minor degrees of compounding
did not significantly prolong healing time and therefore
the results of the low number of Grade 1 open fractures
have been added to the results of the closed fractures.
Collectively they provide a comparison for the results of
the grade 2 and 3 open fractures. Table 8.3 shows that
the severity of the fracture affects the overall healing
time. In addition to this the effect of other parameters
on the overall healing time was also studied. Differences
in pin angle, pin location and pin length were examined
taking into account the biomechanica1 results presented
in Section 1, chapter 4. The effect on the healing time
of altering the fixator position was examined as was the
initial reduction and duration of fixator application.
A) Pin ang1e.
Many of the fixators were applied using four parallel
pins set at 90 degrees to the bone. However individual
clinical circumstances frequently dictated that other pin
angles were used and the effect of this was examined. In
view of the biomechanica1 finding that convergence of the
inner pins up to 15 degrees did not greatly affect the
overall stiffness but that a similar divergence of the
outer pin did, the patients have been divided into two
groups depending on the pin angle and the resultant
stiffness. In group 1 all the pins were at 90 degrees to
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2 24 26 . 7
3 10 44.5
Average time to union for the different
grades of tibial fracture. As in all the
figures the results for the closed and
grade 1 have been combined for
comparative purposes because of the small
sample size of the grade 1 fractures.
Table 8.3
the bone or the inner pins converged at an angle up to 15
degrees. Group 2 contains the other configurations. Based
on the biomechanical results group 1 has a higher overall
stiffness than group 2. The results are shown in Table
8.4 and it is clear that not only is there no significant
difference between the two groups (P> 0.5) but that there
is little difference when compared with the overall
healing times for the different fracture grades shown in
Table 8.3. Statistical analysis of all the data in this
survey was performed using a permutation t test.
Despite the small sample sizes the results in Table
8.4 suggest that the stiffness provided by all the
different pin angle configurations is adequate to
stabilise the fracture and that any stiffness difference
caused by pin angulation is not sufficient to alter the
healing time greatly.
B) Pin location.
To investigate the effect of pin location on time to
union it was again necessary to divide the fractures into
two groups based on the biomechanical results. These
showed that the stiffness varied directly with the
distance between the two outer pins and indirectly with
the distance between the two inner pins in a four pin
system and that the addition of more pins did not alter
the stiffness. In this case Group 1, the more stable
group, consists of the fractures stabilised with a
configuration where the outer pins are at least 20cm
apart and the inner pins are less than 8cm apart. Group 2
contains the other, less stable, configurations. The
results are shown in Table 8.5 which indicates that there
is no significant difference between the union times in
the two groups (p^0.5). Comparison with Table 8.2 shows
that there is little difference when compared with the
overall time to union for the different grades. Despite
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Group 1 Group 2
Fracture
grade
No . Average union
time (wk)
No . Average union
time (wk)
Closed 6 30.0 2 21.0
1 1 52.0 1 18.0
Closed+1 7 33.1 3 20.0
2 17 26. 2 7 28 . 0
3 6 42.4 4 49.2
The effect of pin angulation on time to union
in the different grades. The fractures have
been divided into two groups depending on the
stiffness of fracture fixation.
Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference between the two groups (p^0.5).
Table 8.4







C1o sed 4 22.5 4 3 2.2
1 1 52.0 1 18 . 0
Closed+1 5 28.2 5 28.6
2 9 24.5 15 28.6
3 2 50.0 8 43.9
The effect of pin location on the time to union
in the different fracture grades. The fractures
have been divided into two groups depending on
the stiffness of fracture fixation.
Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference between the two groups(p^ 0.5).
Table 8.5
the small sample size this suggests that there is no
significant difference in the time to union for the
different pin locations.
C) Effective pin length.
The effect of varying the distance between the limb and
the fixator bar was examined. For the purposes of
comparison the fractures were divided into three groups
depending on this distance. As all the fixators were
placed between 2.0 and 6.5cm from the limb the three
groups were defined as Group 1 (2.0 - 3.5cm), Group 2
(3.6 - 5.0cm) and Group 3 (5.1 - 6.5cm). Where a fixator
was applied at an angle to the limb the mid-point was
measured and used. Table 8.6 shows the results.
Statistical analysis shows no significant difference
in the three groups of results (0.4) 0.2). Altering
the effective pin length does not seem to have any
definite effect on union time.
D) Fixator location.
As previously mentioned the tibia can be externally fixed
using either a laterally or an antero-media 11y placed
unilateral device. In the 44 patients that went on to
successful union in this series 12 had a laterally placed
device and 32 were placed on the an ter o.-med i a 1
subcutaneous tibial border. The choice of location was
often dictated by the site and extent of the soft tissue
damage. The effect on healing times is shown in Table
8.7. This suggests a shorter healing time for the antero-
medially applied device in the Grade 2 and 3 open
fractures but again the statistical differences are not
significant (0.5 > p> 0.4) and firm conclusions are
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Effective pin length









Closed 2 13. 5 4 23. 5 2 50.0
1 2 35.5 0 0 0 0
Closed+1 4 24. 2 4 23. 5 2 50.0
2 9 31.2 5 19.6 10 26.3
3 3 34.6 5 47 . 2 2 52. 5
The effect of altering the effective pin length on
time to union in the different grades.
Statistical analysis shows no significant







No . Average union
time (wk)
No . Average union
time (wk)
8 27.2 0 0
1 1 52.0 1 18.0
Closed+1 9 30. 0 1 18.0
2 20 23.9 4 •41.0
3 3 31.3 7 44.8
The effect of altering the location of the
fixator bar on time to union in the different
grades
Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference between the two groups(0.5^ 0.4).
Table 8.7
impossible. It is in fact quite possible that the use of
the lateral location reflects a medial or antero-medial
skin defect which may well prolong the healing time in
the subjacent tibia.
E) Initial reduction and duration of fixation.
To investigate the effect on healing time of a good
initial reduction and a prolonged external fixation time
only the Grade 2 fractures have been examined. The
relatively low numbers of closed and grade 1 fractures
makes their analysis difficult and many of the grade 3
fractures are comminuted and impossible to adequately
reduce. In addition grade 3 fractures are often
externally fixed for a long period because of the
severity of the soft tissue damage.
Of the 24 grade 2 open fractures that proceeded to
union 14 had a virtually anatomical reduction and 10 were
reduced with a deformity of at least 5 degrees in at
least one plane. These were defined as mal-reduced. There
was a clinical impression that removal of the fixator at
four weeks was accompanied by poor results and a period
of six weeks was used for comparison. The Grade 2
fractures were therefore divided into four groups based
on their initial reduction and the duration of fixation.
The results are shown in Table 8.8. Where a good initial
reduction has been carried out and the fixator has been
applied for 6 weeks or more then the time to union is
considerably less than in the other three groups where
either one or both of these criteria have not been
fulfilled. It is of interest that bone grafting was
never required to achieve union in this group whereas a
relatively high rate of bone grafting is seen in the
other groups. Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference in the union times in the first group







Fixator ^ 6wk 10 18 . 3 0
Good reduction
Fixator ^ 6wk 4 30.7 2
Mal-reduction
Fixator ^ 6wk 4 41.3 3
Mal-reduction
Fixator ^ 6wk 6 29. 3 2
The effect of initial reduction and duration
of fixation on the time to union in grade 2
open tibial fractures. The number of bone
grafts in each group is also shown.
The difference between the union time for
the first group and the times for the other
three groups does not reach statistical
significance (0.4 > P> 0.2).
Table 8.8
Non-union.
The definition of non-union is difficult. Frequently an
arbitrary time is used and if a fracture is not healed at
this time it is said to be a non-union. The subsequent
treatment is usually bone grafting.
As fracture healing varies with several factors such
as the type of fracture, the affected bone and the degree
of soft tissue involvement the application of a
particular time limit is often not helpful. Grade 3 open
tibial fractures would be expected to take longer to heal
than grade 1 fractures. It is also unreasonable to define
non-union purely in terms of the need for bone grafting
as fractures bone grafted early might have healed later
without grafting. In view of these difficulties the non¬
union rate is not presented.
In this series 1 patient had an amputation 2.5 weeks
after injury. Of the remaining 47 patients 22 (46.8%)
were bone grafted in the belief that they would proceed
to non-union. Nineteen of the bone grafts were performed
at 18 weeks or later and therefore might be considered
proven non-unions. The remaining three were bone grafted
at 13, 14 and 15 weeks and as they were all in closed
fractures it is theoretically possible that union might
have occurred without grafting. The actual breakdown of
bone graft rates according to fracture grade is shown in
Table 8.9.
As expected the Grade 3 open fractures had a high rate
of bone grafting. One patient with a segmental fracture
required a second bone graft which was not included in
Table 8.9. The bone grafting rate in the closed and grade








Closed 5 55. 5 13 - 33 19.4
1 1 50.0 34 34.0
Closed+1 6 54. 5 13 - 34 21.8
2 7 28.0 13 - 63 35.6
3 9 81.8 18 - 63 25.0
The relative numbers, percentages, time
ranges and average time to bone grafting in
the different fracture grades.
Table 8.9
the grade 2 group. It is also
and grade 1 group along with
grafted at an earlier stage
possible reasons for this wil
interesting that the closed
the grade 3 group were bone
than the grade 2 group. The
1 be discussed later.
Mal-union.
In addition to facilitating bone healing the avoidance
of mal-union is also a prerequisite of a good fracture
stabilisation method. In this series a satisfactory
result is defined as one where there is less than 5
degrees of angular or rotational deformity and less than
one centimetre of bone shortening (Edge and Denham,
1981). Using these criteria and excluding the 2 fractures
not yet healed and the 2 amputations 17 of the 44
fractures (38.6%) healed in a malunited position. A
breakdown of these mal-unions according to fracture
grading is shown in Table 8.10.
There is a remarkable similarity in the mal-union
rates throughout the fracture grades suggesting that
residual deformity does not depend on grade but on other
factors. The position of the fracture in the tibia seems
to be important. Table 8.11 details the mal-union rates
according to fracture position.
The mal-unions were further examined to see if changes
in pin angle, pin location, effective pin length, fixator
location, initial reduction or duration of fixation were
implicated in their production.
A) Pin angle.
The fractures were divided into two groups depending on










Closed 5 3 26.6
1 1 1 50.0
Closed+1 6 4 40.0
2 15 9 36.0
3 6 4 40.0
The relative numbers of satisfactory results
and mal-unions and the percentage of mal-
unions in the different fracture grades.
Table 8.10
Fracture Number of Percentage
location mal-unions mal-unions
Upper third 1 33.3
Middle third 6 33.3
Lower third 9 47.4
Segmental 1 12.5
Numbers and percentages of mal-unions in
the different fracture locations.
Table 8.11
study on bone union (Table 8.4). A total of 70.6% of
the mal-unions and 66.6% of the satisfactory unions
followed a group 1 or stiffer pin angle configuration.
The breakdown for the different fracture grades is shown
in Table 8.12. No obvious trend can be seen and
statistical comparison between groups 1 and 2 in the
satisfactory result and mal-union groups shows no
significant difference (0.4^ p^ 0.2). Most unions,
whether satisfactory or not, follow a group 1 pin angle
configuration. This suggests again that all the pin angle
configurations provide sufficient stability to hold a
fracture satisfactorily.
B) Pin and fixator location.
Using the same definitions for groups 1 and 2 as used for
the study of the healing times (Table 8.5) the effect of
pin location on the rate of mal-union was investigated.
Table 8.13 details the results. A similar percentage of
satisfactory and mal-unions occur in both groups with no
significant difference being found (0.4 >p> 0.2). Moving
the fixator to the anteromedial border also had no effect
on the mal-union rate.
C) Effective pin length.
Using the different ranges of pin length already detailed
in the section on bone union a comparison of the numbers
of mal-unions in the three ranges shows that 4 mal-unions
occurred with the bar 2.0 - 3.5cm from the limb, 5 at 3.1
- 5.0cm and 8 at 5.1 - 6.5cm. A detailed breakdown
according to fracture grading is shown in Table 8.14
which shows a trend towards more satisfactory union where
the effective pin length is between 2.0 - 3.5cm. However
the sample size is small and there is no statistically





Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2
Closed 4 1 2 1
1 0 1 1 0
Closed+1 4 2 3 1
2 10 5 7 2
3 4 2 2 2
The effect of pin angulation on the number of
satisfactory results and mal-unions. The
patients have been divided into two groups
depending on the stiffness of fracture
fixation.
Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference between groups 1 and 2 in either
the satisfactory result or mal-union
patients ( 0. 4 } p "> 0. 2 ) . There is also no
significant difference between the two group






Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2
Closed 3 2 1 2
1 0 1 1 0
Closed+1 3 3 2 2
2 5 10 3 6
3 1 5 0 4
The effect of pin location on the number of
satisfactory results and mal-unions. The
patients have been divided into two groups
depending on the stiffness of fracture
fixation.
Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference between groups 1 and 2 in either
the satisfactory result or mal-union
patients (0.4 > P> 0.2). There is also no
significant difference between the two group



















Closed 2 0 3 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Closed+1 3 1 3 1 0 1
2 6 3 4 1 0 1
3 3 0 2 3 1 1
The effect of changing the effective pin length on
the numbers of satisfactory results and ma 1 -
unions.
Statistical analysis shows no significant
difference in the numbers of satisfactory results
and mal-unions within each of the three groups
(0.4^ p> 0.2). There is also no significant
difference in the satisfactory results for the 2.0
- 3.5cm and the 5.1 - 6.5cm groups (0.2^ p^ 0.1) .
Table 8.14
results in the 2.0 - 3.5cm and the 5.1 - 6.5cm groups
(0.2 ) p) 0.1) .
D) Initial reduction and fixator duration.
As with the bone healing studies the importance of
initial reduction and duration of fixation in the
production of mal-union has been studied. Table 8.15
lists the results. These show that 28 (96.5%) of the good
results occurred after good initial reduction and 19
(65.5%) occurred after good reduction and at least six
weeks of external fixation. Only one bad result followed
an initially good reduction and six weeks of external
fixation. This occurred in a grade 1 open fracture which
lost position after an initially satisfactory reduction.
Again the low sample size means that there is no
statistically significant difference in the number of
satisfactory results and mal-unions following good
initial reduction (0.4^ p^ 0.2).
Examination of the 17 mal-unions shows that 11 (64.7%)
followed a bad initial reduction and only 1 (5.9%)
followed a good reduction and at least six weeks
fixation. These results suggest that, as for bone union,
there is a positive relationship between the initial
reduction, the duration of fixation and the mal-union
rate.
Breakdown of the mal-unions shows that the commonest
deformity is recurvatum which occurred in 11 (64.7%) of
the cases. The range of recurvatum was 8-30 degrees
with a mean of 16.5 degrees. In 2 cases the recurvatum
was associated with a varus deformity and in 1 with
significant shortening. There were 3 varus mal-unions of
between 12 and 34 degrees (mean - 20 degrees) and 1
valgus deformity of 12 degrees. There were 6 cases of





Number Percentage Number Percentage
19 65.5 1 5.9
Good reduction
Fixator { 6wk 9 31.0 5 29.4
Mai-reduction
Fixator ^ 6wk 0 0 5 29.4
Mai-reduction
Fixator ^ 6wk 1 3.5 6 35.3
The effect of the initial reduction and the
duration of fixation on the relative numbers
and percentages of satisfactory results and
mal-unions.
Statistical analysis shows no difference
in the number of satisfactory results and
mal-unions following a good initial reduction
(0.4> p > 0.2) .
Table 8.15
Callus formation.
The rabbit experiments indicated that little callus was
formed during bone healing although primary bone union
did not occur. They also showed that more callus was
formed on the side of the fracture further from the
fixator (Fig 6.20). These findings were confirmed in the
clinical series with little callus being formed in any of
the fractures. The distribution of the callus varied but
12 of the 25 fractures that healed without bone grafting
showed a significantly greater amount of callus on the
side of the fracture further from the fixator (Fig 8.2)




A pin track infection was defined as a persistent
discharge from a pin site from which a positive culture
was obtained. In this series 14 patients developed a
discharge from one or more pin sites and 12 (25.5%) had a
pin track infection. The infecting organisms were
Staphylococcus aureus (x4), Staphylococcus albus (x3),
Escherichia coli (x2), Streptococcus species (xl) and
Enterococci (xl). Eleven of the pin track infections were
successfully treated but in one case deep infection
ensued. This will be discussed later.
Deep infection at the fracture site occurred in two
cases (4.2%). These were both grade 3 open fractures. One
was successfully treated with antibiotics and went on to
union but the other required a below knee amputation.
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Fig 8.2
As with the rabbit fractures (Fig 6.20) it was common to
find callus formation on the cortex further from the
fixator. This occurred with both the lateral and anter-
medial locations.
B) Pin loosening.
Pin loosening is frequently associated with pin infection
although it can also occur if only one bony cortex is
penetrated by the transfixion pin or if a patient is
particularly active in full weight bearing mobilisation
(Fig 8.3). This latter cause is usually associated with
a healed fracture. In this series 7 patients (14.9%) had
loose pins although only 2 (4.2%) patients required pins
to be replaced. Pin loosening was not a clinical problem.
C) Amputations.
Two patients (4.2%) required amputation. One of these was
performed on a 23 year old man sixteen months after
injury because of deep infection. Further treatment for
the bone infection was not instituted because of his co¬
existing injuries. He had sustained an ipsilateral
femoral fracture with two inches of bone loss. The
resultant femoral shortening combined with the deep
infection encouraged the patient to seek amputation. The
second amputation was performed in a 68 year old man 2.5
weeks after admission because of the severity of the
other injuries to the leg.
D) Neurological problems.
Two patients (4.2%) developed neurological problems, one
developing a lateral popliteal nerve palsy soon after the
application of the fixator and the second developing a
sural nerve palsy. Both recovered after removal of the
fixator. In neither case did the pins seem excessively
close to the relevant nerve.
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E) Joint stiffness.
Post-operati vely all the patients showed a tendency to
develop an equinus deformity. This was prevented by the
use of either a below knee plaster backslab or preferably
by the use of a foot piece which can easily be connected
to the Hughes device (Fig 8.4). This footpiece was
removed as soon as possible and joint movement
encouraged.
Nine patients complained of severe ankle or sub-talar
stiffness to the extent that they had to considerably
modify their activities and it is of interest that all of
these patients had had their fixator applied for less
than six weeks and therefore had spent a longer time in a
cast. The restriction of joint movement was a subjective
impression gained from the patient's history and only
those patients who complained of severe problems have
been included.
Tibial piafond fracture
One tibial plafond fracture was treated with distraction
external fixation or "1igamentotaxis". The patient was a
48 year old man who had had his right foot trapped under
falling scaffolding sustaining the injury shown in Figure
8.5. He was treated initially by plaster immobilisation
but this failed to control the fracture and a Hughes
external fixator was applied five days after admission
(Fig 8.6). This was left in place for 3.5 weeks and he
was then treated in a walking plaster. The fracture was
felt to be clinically united after 11 weeks. Figure 8.7
shows that the overall final position was satisfactory
but that the intra-articular comminution was such that an
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Fig 8.4
Many patients showed a tendency to develop an equinus
deformity post-operatively. This foot-piece was developed
to prevent contracture formation. It can also be used as
a drop foot splint.
Fig 8.5 Fig 8.6
Fig 8.7
A tibial plafond fracture in a 48 year old man (8.5). The
fracture was distracted using a Hughes device (8.6) and a
reasonable position obtained although the slight step in
the articular surface of the distal tibia seen after
reduction was present in the final films (8.7). The
patient continues to have pain and stiffness in the
ankle.
irregularity persisted in the articular
months after the fracture the patient still




Three patients were treated with external fixation
following closed humeral mid-shaft fractures associated
with radial nerve palsies. In each case a Hughes external
fixator was applied to the lateral aspect of the humerus
with all four pins placed closely together and the bar at
least 6cm from the limb. This biomechanica 1 ly less stiff
configuration led to a greater amount of callus than was
seen in the tibial fractures (Fig 8.8). The distribution
of the callus was not confined to the cortex opposite
the fixator but was more circumferential in distribution
(Fig 8.9). The fixators were kept on for 9, 4.5 and 8
weeks and clinically union had occurred at 9, 17 and 12
weeks. There was one pin track infection from which
Staphylcoccus aureus was cultured but no deep infection.
The radial nerve palsies had recovered by 6, 8 and 5
months respectively.
Pelvic disruption.
Three symphysis pubis diastases were treated, one of
these being associated with a sacro-iliac disruption. In
each case an anterior bar was applied with two pins in
each iliac crest and it was found to be comparatively
easy to close the diastasis.
The gaps in the symphyses on admission, as measured on
X-ray, were 48, 21 and 45mm with a 29mm gap being noted
in the right sacro-iliac joint in the third patient.
Application of the Hughes device using compression
resulted in closure of the diastases to 8, 5 and 5mm with
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The humeral fractures were
fixed with the pins close
together. This less stiff
configuration led to the
formation of more callus
than seen in the tibiae.
Fig 8.8
Not only was there more





Pubic diastases can be closed with a unilateral external
fixator such as the Hughes. In this case two transfixion
pins have been placed in each iliac crest and a 48mm gap
was reduced to 8mm. The diastases all partially recurred
after fixator removal.
the sacro-iliac gap being closed to 11mm (Fig 8.10).
The fixators were left in position for 5, 8 and 2
weeks. The device was removed early from the last patient
because of failure to control the sacro-iliac joint. He
was subsequently treated with a pelvic sling. Internal
fixation of the sacro-iliac joint was considered but the
patient's considerable obesity was felt to be a contra¬
indication.
After removal the diastases recurred to an extent in
all three cases with the eventual gaps being 22, 10 and
28mm. In the third patient the sacro-iliac joint healed
with a gap of 16mm. No patient had symptoms referable to
the diastases but the last patient complained of sacro¬
iliac pain.
No infection was encountered but one patient developed
hypoaesthesia in the distribution of his right lateral
cutaneous nerve of thigh. This recovered after removal of
the fixator. *
This limited use of the Hughes fixator for the
stabilisation of the pelvis following fracture tends to
confirm the view of Tile (1984) that external fixation
can only be used as a definitive treatment method if the
posterior sacro-iliac ligaments are intact.
External fixation in the treatment of non-union.
The Hughes fixator has been used in eight cases of
established non-union. Five of these have been in the
tibia and three in the femur. The use in the tibia is
detailed in Table 8.16.
The age range was between 22 and 63 years with an
average age of 29.4 years. The shortest time prior to
treatment was 6.5 months and the longest 10 years. All
were bone grafted at the time of external fixation and

















23 16.0 H 22.0 1 22.0 A/medial
25 6.5 A 36.0 1 36 . 0 Lateral
22 9.0 A 7.0 1 18.0 Lateral
63 15.0 A 9.0 1 26.0 Lateral
34 120.0 H 42.0 1 A/medial
Details of the use of the Hughes external
fixator in tibial non-unions.
(H = hypertrophic, A= atrophic).
Table 8.16
fixator was applied for 22 and 36 weeks and the fractures
were clinically united when the fixator was removed. Two
other patients had the fixator removed earlier at 7 and 9
weeks and they took a further 11 and 17 weeks to unite.
In one patient the non-union persisted. This patient had
had an infected non-union for 10 years and after excision
of infected material, external fixation and bone grafting
he absconded from treatment. He returned after 10 months
with a persistent non-union and refused further
treatment. This was the only infected tibial non-union
treated.
The three femoral non-unions are detailed. All were
difficult clinical situations successfully treated with
the Hughes device. The first patient was a 36 year old
man who ten years previously had had a femoral
haemangioma excised along with several inches of his
lower femoral diaphysis. The bone was autoclaved,
returned to the femur and stabilised with a Kuntscher
nail (Fig 8.11). He complained of pain related to the
proximal end of the nail as well as pain in the distal
femur. Removal of the nail confirmed that both ends of
the femoral segment were ununited and a Hughes device was
applied (Fig 8.12). The area of the segment was bone
grafted on two occasions with the result that a bridge of
new bone appeared around the avascular segment (Fig
8.13). The femur has united but the patient complains
still of knee pain. The fixator was in place for 40
weeks. Staphylococcus albus was cultured from the pin
sites on two occasions but no problem with infection was
encountered over this period.
The second patient was a 23 year old man who sustained
a grade 3 compound femoral fracture which had been
treated conservatively for three months resulting in an
infected non-union. This was treated with excision of
dead tissue, external fixation and bone grafting. The
fixator was left in position for three months and the
fracture was felt to be clinically united two months
after its removal. There was discharge from one pin site
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A ten year old femoral
non-union (8.11). The
Hughes device was used
(8.12) with bone graf¬
ting being performed





Fig 8.12 Fig 8.13
but no infection.
The last patient was a 59 year old man who had had a
femoral non-union for 16 years without any confirmatory
evidence of infection. He had had four previous
unsuccessful attempts at internal fixation and bone
grafting. A Hughes device was applied in addition to
further bone grafting and the use of electrical
osteogenic stimulation. The fixator was retained for 26
weeks and clinical union was present at 40 weeks. Three
of the pins loosened secondary to infection.
Staphylococcus aureus and a few Clostridium welchii were
cultured but again no clinically significant infection
ensued.
External fixation in osteotomy work.
Five tibial osteotomies were performed. In one case a
valgising upper tibial osteotomy was held using two
parallel pins in the proximal tibia. Compression was
applied and the device kept in place for 7 weeks
following which the osteotomy was felt to be clinically
united.
A second upper tibial osteotomy was performed for
Blount's disease. The fixator was kept in place for 18
weeks with union being obtained at this time. Good knee
function was preserved.
Three tibial derotation osteotomies were performed
using a smaller Hughes device (Fig 8.14). The fixators
were retained for 6, 6 and 5 weeks and then a cast
applied (Fig 8.15). In the first two cases union was
achieved 6 weeks after removal of the fixator with a
satisfactory clinical result. In the third case,
however, union was delayed until 24 weeks for no apparent
reason. There was no pin discharge or infection in any of
these cases.
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Fig 8.14 Fig 8.15
Three tibial derotation osteotomies were performed. It
was found that a smaller Hughes device was adequate to
stabilise these osteotomies (8.14). If the pins were
placed close together then a plaster cast could easily be
constructed around the pins prior to the fixator being
removed under local anaesthetic (8.15).
External fixation in arthrodesis.
Only one arthrodesis was performed in a woman with
bilateral knee osteoarthritis. The left knee showed
severe changes in all three compartments (Fig 8.16) and
was treated by arthrodesis using a Hughes device on the
anterior surface (Fig 8.17). Compression was applied. The
fixator was removed after 6 weeks following which there
was a small amount of movement at the arthrodesis. The
fusion was clinically solid 15 weeks after surgery. On
one occasion there was a pin discharge from which no
organisms were cultured.
Discussion.
The preceding results suggest that the time to bone union
and the residual deformity are most affected by the
initial reduction and the length of time for which the
fixator is applied. The other parameters of pin angle,
pin location, effective pin length and fixator location
do not seem to play a major role. This is corroborated by
the observation that the reduced position of every
fracture, non-union and osteotomy was maintained while
the fixator was in position suggesting that every
clinically useful configuration of the device was stiff
enough to hold the bone fragments. Table 8.15 shows that
of the 17 mal-unions, 11 were mal-reduced initially. The
initial mal-reduction was usually very similar to the end
result no matter what attempts had been made to correct
the deformity during the period of treatment. The
importance of the initial reduction and the duration of
fixation is emphasized by examining some of the fractures




A knee arthrodesis was performed in a patient with three
compartment osteoarthritis (8.16). The Hughes fixator
held the osteotomy under compression for six weeks (8.17)
and clinical union was present after a further nine
weeks.
fractures (Table 8.11). Five of these fractures were
virtually identical low tibial fractures. Figure 8.18
shows a patient who had a good reduction carried out and
the fixator left in position for 17 weeks at which time
the fracture was clinically solid although a cast was
applied for a further four weeks after removal of the
fixator. The result is obviously good (Fig 8.19). In
contrast to this Fig 8.20 shows a patient who had a mal-
reduction where varus, displacement, bone shortening and
a recurvatum deformity of the fibula were created by the
surgeon. The fixator was removed at three weeks resulting
in an increasing varus position and the formation of a
tibial recurvatum deformity secondary to the fibular
deformity (Fig 8.21). The fracture eventually healed
after plating and grafting and although the varus was
corrected at this operation the recurvatum deformity
persisted. Two similar fractures were also treated with
fixators being applied for 5 and 4 weeks following
initial mal-reductions. The deformities again increased
after fixator removal. A fifth patient whose fixator was
kept on for eight weeks following a mal-reduction healed
in the identical mal-reduced position without grafting.
It is therefore clear that to avoid residual deformity a
good reduction is essential and the fixator should be
left in position for at least 6 weeks. If a bone gap is
unavoidable then consideration should be given to early
bone grafting to create the necessary conditions for
union.
The major contribution to the mal-union rate of 38.6%
was therefore poor surgical technique and it should be
emphasized that despite the seeming simplicity of the
Hughes and other similar devices it is their unilateral
design that puts considerable demands on the surgeon.
Complex devices such as the Hoffmann are more forgiving
as the universal joints can be altered to change fracture
reduction if necessary. Without universal joints pin
placement must be extremely accurate as any attempt to
force a change in fracture position after pin placement
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Fig 8.18 Fig 8.19
A compound lower tibial fracture treated with the Hughes
fixator. Fig 8.18 shows that a good reduction was
obtained. The fixator was left in position for 17 weeks
the fracture being clinically united at the time of
fixator removal (8.19). The end result was satisfactory.
Fig 8.20 Fig 8.21
A compound lower tibial fracture treated with the Hughes
fixator. Fig 8.20 shows that a poor reduction has been
obtained. The lower bone fragment is in varus and
displacement and shortening are present. The fixator was
left in position for three weeks and the fracture was
subsequently treated with a cast. Fig 8.21 shows that in
addition to the increased varus deformity the tibia has
followed the fibula into recurvatum. This is obviously an
unsatisfactory result.
will be associated with mal-union. It is clear that
closed reduction of a fracture after the percutaneous
placement of a unilateral fixator is virtually
impossible. These obvious drawbacks of the Hughes fixator
must be counter-balanced by the increased access to soft
tissue which it permits.
The time to bone union depends on several factors such
as the bone involved, the location of the fracture within
the bone and the extent of the soft tissue damage.
Therefore the use of an arbitrary time beyond which, if
healing has not occurred, delayed or non-union is said to
be present would seem to be invalid and in fact the non¬
union rates of different series depend mainly on the
author's definition of what constitutes a non-union.
Tibial non-union has been said to be predictable at 12
weeks (Souter 1968), at 20 weeks (Ellis, 1958; Nicoll,
1964), at 6 months (Thonold, 1975; Karlstrom and Olerud,
1975) and at one year (Velazco et al, 1983). The tendency
recently has been for surgeons to anticipate rather than
to wait for non-union and to bone graft earlier to
minimize the time to union. This principle was usually
adopted in this series and therefore the non-union rate
will not be discussed but rather the time to final
clinical union will be taken as the important clinical
parameter. Clinical union rather than radiological union
was chosen because it is clinical union which is of
paramount importance to the patient. Radiological union
is often difficult to determine and frequently only acted
on in conjunction with clinical examination.
The grade 3 open tibial fractures united at an average
of 44.5 weeks. This compares well with 34 weeks reported
by Karlstrom and Olerud (1975) and 41 weeks by Krempen et
al (1979) using the Hoffmann device. These series despite
reporting on the treatment of severe tibial fractures
were not specific as to fracture grading. However Lawyer
and Lubbers (1980), again using the Hoffmann, reported on
bone union for the different grades of tibial fracture.
Their grade 3 open fractures united in an average of 39
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weeks while their grade 2 fractures took an average of 20
weeks, the grade 1 fractures 21 weeks and the closed
fractures 23 weeks. They further commented that
anatomical reduction reduced the time to union in the
closed fractures to an average of 19 weeks whereas the
mal-reduced closed fractures took an average of 29.5
weeks to heal.
Ellis (1958) reported that his severe tibial fractures
which were treated conservatively took an average of 27
weeks to unite and Hutchins (1981) reviewing the
Edinburgh experience of severe tibial fractures treated
by various methods reported an average healing time of 25
weeks.
Good results in the treatment of grade 3 open tibial
fractures have also been reported using other treatment
methods. Velazco et al (1983) report a 16% delayed union
rate using the Lottes nail and Harvey et al (1975)
reported that they only had to bone graft 6.6% of their
severe tibial fractures initially treated with a
Hodgkinson nail. Both Burwell (1971) and Olerud and
Karlstrom (1972) had a 4.4% non-union rate after plating
a group of fractures. Unfortunately many of the results
in the literature are not comparable with the results of
this series. The older fracture grading method employed
by Ellis (1958) and Hutchins (1981) was based more on the
extent of the bone damage rather than the soft tissue
damage and although these are often related many of the
injuries formerly classified as severe tibial fractures
might not now be classified as Grade 3 tibial fractures.
Amputation rates in more modern series are lower than in
the older series suggesting that surgeons are now
attempting to treat fractures that formerly were
considered too bad to treat. Such fractures would be
expected to have a prolonged union time. A further
problem is that the currently employed fracture grades
cover a broad spectrum of fractures and while many severe
tibial fractures are easily classified as grade 3 the
classification of other less severe fractures is more
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subjective. An example of this is to be seen in the work
of Velazco et al (1983) who used intra-medu11ary nailing
to treat transverse grade 3 fractures but the Hoffmann to
treat less stable grade 3 tibial fractures. It is likely
that some of his stable grade 3 fractures might well be
grade 2 fractures carrying a better prognosis.
In this series the grade 2 fractures united in an
average of 26.7 weeks with only 28% requiring bone
grafting. Again comparison with older series is difficult
but Ellis (1958) said that his conservatively treated,
moderately severe tibial fractures healed in an average
of 15 weeks. The externally fixed grade 2 fractures
reported by Lawyer and Lubbers (1979) took an average of
20 weeks to unite but they only treated three patients.
Clancey and Hansen (1978) reported a 40% delayed union
rate in grade 2 fractures treated with the Roger Anderson
device.
Table 8.8 shows that the time to union of grade 2
tibial fractures in this series is dependent on a good
initial reduction and a prolonged fixator application.
Under these conditions the time to union was 18.3 weeks.
This figure compares well with those of Ellis and Lawyer
and Lubbers who also stressed the need for accurate
reduction.
The disturbing results in this series are those for
the closed and grade 1 open tibial fractures where the
average time to union is 29.2 weeks. As the union times
for these fractures are more easily compared with older
series it is clear that the union times are unacceptable.
Ellis (1958) showed that minor degrees of compound
wounding had no demonstrable effect on the speed of union
and in his series the average time to union of this type
of fracture was 10 weeks. More recent work by Sarmiento
(1967) has shown that on average a closed tibial fracture
will unite in 13.6 weeks if treated conservatively by
functional bracing. The average union time for grade 1
fractures was 16.7 weeks. Digby and Holloway (1982) also
showed an average union time of 16 weeks for
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conservatively treated closed or grade 1 tibial
fractures.
It is interesting that the union times for closed and
grade 1 open tibial fractures were not just prolonged but
were actually 2.5 weeks longer on average than the union
times for the grade 2 fractures. Lawyer and Lubbers
(1979) also reported this increased union time in their
simpler fractures. These apparently poor results need
further analysis.
Of the 11 closed and grade 1 fractures 5 were
externally fixed because fasciotomies were performed as
treatment for compartment syndrome. Two were fixed
because of failure of initial conservative management and
2 were primarily fixed as treatment for short oblique
tibial fractures. One was externally fixed because of the
segmental nature of the fracture and 1 because of
associated tetraplegia following a cervical fracture.
The effect that compartment syndrome might have on
union time is unknown although it is interesting to note
that Ellis (1958) in his paper on ischaemic contracture,
reports delayed union in four of his nine patients
(44.4%). Karlstrom et al (1975) reported on 23 patients
with compartment syndrome following tibial fracture and
stated that 15 (65.2%) had delayed or non-union. In this
series the average time to union for the 5 patients that
developed compartment syndrome was 27.4 weeks. Sheridan
and Martin (1976) have shown that if fasciotomy is
delayed more than 12 hours after the onset of compartment
syndrome symptoms then the soft tissue damage is such
that only 8% of patients have normal ankle function. This
suggests that the degree of soft tissue damage in
compartment syndrome may be sufficient to interfere with
bone blood flow and thereby bone union. This theory is
untested and needs further investigation. Three of the
patients who had fasciotomies performed required later
bone grafting and Fig 8.22 illustrates why this was the
case. The antero-posterior X-rays of the three patients
are shown and it is obvious that a ma 1-reduction is
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Fig 8.22
Three patients who had fasciotomies performed required
subsequent bone grafting. The antero-posterior X-rays of
these patients are shown. In none of the cases was an
adequate reduction obtained.
present in each case.
Of the 2 patients who had their closed tibial
fractures externally fixed because of failure of
conservative management 1 had an excellent reduction and
healed in 12 weeks. The other, however, had a poor
reduction (Fig 8.23) and required bone grafting before
the fracture healed at one year.
The 2 patients who were primarily fixed because of the
obliquity of the fracture both had grade 1 fractures but
they had different results. Both were reduced well and in
both cases the fixator was kept on for 6 weeks. One
fracture healed in 18 weeks but the other slipped after
the fixator was removed and took 1 year to heal. The
patient with the closed segmental fracture had a good
initial reduction but was bone grafted at 13 weeks at
which time it was noted that much of the segment was
avascular. The fracture has not yet healed after 40
weeks. It would seem that the closed grading of the
fracture belies its severity and that the soft tissue
damage around the bone segment was considerable. The last
fracture was also a closed segmental fracture in a
patient with tetraplegia. A good reduction was obtained
and union was evident at 21 weeks.
These 11 patients do not therefore represent a typical
cross-section of minor tibial fractures. The presence of
compartment syndrome in 5 and segmental fractures in 2
suggests more soft tissue damage than occurs usually in
these fractures. Of the remaining 4 fractures 1 was mal-
reduced. Lawyer and Lubbers do not detail why they used
external fixation on their closed or grade 1 fractures
but it may be that they also were treating fairly severe
clinical problems.
Burney (1979), using the unilateral Hoffmann device
with a low biomechanica1 stiffness, states that closed
and grade 1 fractures made up 22.4% and 21.2% of his
series. Unfortunately he does not give the union times of
the individual gradings.
Pin track infection occurred in 12 patients (25.5%).
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Fig 8.23
A lateral X-ray of a patient who was treated with
external fixation because of failure of conservative
management. The ma 1-reduction, using a fixation method
which minimizes callus formation, will increase the
chance of non-union.
This is usually a minor problem which responds to removal
of the pin supplemented, if indicated, by systemic
antibiotics. However pin track infection can lead to deep
infection in two instances. Firstly as shown in Fig 8.24
where the pin is inserted through a fracture site, spread
of infection may cause infection at the fracture. In this
case the infection risk was increased by the loose
placement of the pin which was placed in a separate bone
fragment. Secondly if intra-medu11ary nailing is employed
after the removal of external fixation, deep infection
can ensue if the products of a pin track infection are
spread in the medullary canal (Karlstrom and Olerud,
1975). In other circumstances pin track infection is
relatively unimportant. Benum and Svennigsen (1982) have
reported a 50% pin track infection rate using the
Hoffmann without any deep infection. Berhens (1982)
reported a 7.5% pin track infection rate using the AO
device with its thicker pins without any deep infection.
Velazco et al (1983) had an 80% pin track infection rate
but they did not pre-drill the bone prior to the
introduction of the Hoffmann pins. This resulted in a
12.5% ring sequestrum rate.
Pin loosening is sometimes associated with pin
infection although incorrect pin application and over
zealous mobilisation may also cause this (Fig 8.3). In
this series pin loosening was a minor problem with no
long-term sequelae. There were no pin breakages as
mentioned by Burney (1979) with the Hoffmann device.
The control of pin track sepsis is achieved by good
surgical technique. In addition to pre-drilling the pin
track and placing the pin correctly in both bony
cortices it was found necessary to incise widely the
soft tissues around the pin and to repeat this as
necessary for the first three to four weeks. The need for
this is also emphasized by Green (1981). Burney (1979)
has stated that the pin track infection rate increases
with time. This was not found to be the case in this
series as infections were rare after four weeks.
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Fig 8.24
Deep infection can be caused by incorrect pin placement.
In this case the second pin has been placed in a loose
bone fragment. The resulting pin loosening caused pin
track sepsis initially followed by deep sepsis.
The size and component material of the pins affects
both pin loosening and infection rate. The stiffness of
the pins increases with the fourth power of the radius
and the Young's Modulus of the material. Thus the thinner
and the less stiff the pin the higher the rate of
infection. The Hoffmann device uses 3 mm pins made of
stainless steel and is associated with higher infection
rates (Benum and Svennigsen, 1982) than the 5mm Schanz
screws of the AO device (Behrens, 1982) which are also
made of stainless steel. The transfixion pins for the
Hughes device are similar in size to the Schanz screws at
4.8mm but are made of titanium which has a lower Young's
Modulus than stainless steel and is consequently less
stiff.
The overall deep infection rate in this series was
4.2% with the two patients both having grade 3 fractures.
One of the cases might have been avoided if better
surgical technique had been used. As deep infection is a
major clinical problem it is important to compare the
infection rate with those recorded for other external
fixation devices and with other treatment methods.
Unfortunately accurate comparison is often difficult
because other authors use different fracture grading
systems or do not specify which type of fracture they are
referring to. Table 8.17 shows the deep infection results
for other external fixation series as well as for other
methods of fracture management. The figures refer to the
overall infection rates in the series.
Both conservative management and internal fixation
using plates tend to be associated with deep infection
rates in the range of 10 - 15%. Table 18.7 demonstrates
that external fixation lowers the infection rate usually
to the 2-8% area. It is interesting that Edge and
Denham (1981) had a high deep infection rate of 30%.
Their device is b i omechanica11y weak (Campbell and
Kempson, 1979) and provides insufficient fixation
compared with other devices. The use of such a device in
the presence of severe soft tissue injury may well
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The overall infection rates for all
grades of fractures in other series
treated by alternative methods or with
other external fixators.
Table 8.17
account for this result.
The Hughes device with a stiffness comparable to a
Hoffmann-Vida1 double frame and with the relatively stiff
transfixion pins is associated with a low deep infection
rate.
The rate of neurological problems is low at 4.2% and
the same as that recorded by Benum and Svennigsen (1982).
The subjective severe joint stiffness complained of by 9
patients was probably associated with the degree of the
soft tissue damage and the length of time in plaster
after the removal of the device. As with other rigid
fixation methods the Hughes fixator permits full joint
mobi1isation.
The Hughes device has rarely been used in locations
other than the tibial diaphysis. The one tibial plafond
fracture that was treated did moderately well and the
overall alignment of the joint was retained although
other fixation methods may have been superior. The three
humeral fractures all healed well but the muscle
transfixion that is required in the application of an
external fixator in this situation seems unjustified
unless there is severe soft tissue damage.
In the pelvis the Hughes device, like other unilateral
fixators, can only be used to close a pubic diastasis.
More complex fractures or dislocations demand more
sophisticated devices such as the Hoffmann or the AO
fixators. If a pubic diastasis is to be treated the bar
should be left in place for a minimum of 8 weeks or
significant recurrence of the deformity may ensue.
Of the eight non-unions treated with the Hughes
external fixator seven went on to unite. Only one of the
two infected non-unions united. However as all of the
non-unions were bone grafted and subjected to variable
compression at the time of external fixation it is
difficult to identify which factor is mainly responsible
for union.
The major role of cortico-cance11ous bone grafting
from the ilium, as used in this series, is undeniable.
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Pheraister (1947) demonstrated that non-unions could be
treated successfully by bone grafting without resecting
the pseudarthrosis. Souter (1969) confirmed the success
of using cancellous strip grafts from the iliac crest in
the management of long bone non-unions.
Danis (1949), however, showed that some non-unions
could unite without bone grafting and following this it
has become apparent that the alteration of the
biomechanical environment is enough to stimulate union in
some non-unions. Judet and Judet (1960) then
differentiated non-unions into hypertrophic and atrophic.
Kuntscher (1962) showed that the use of a wide intra¬
medullary nail with weight bearing would cause non-unions
to heal without grafting. Trueta (1965) reported on a
tibial non-union which healed after the introduction of
two compressive bone screws at 90 degrees to the
fracture.
Muller (1966) showed that hypertrophic non-unions
could be stimulated to unite by compressive plating
alone. He stated that a graft was only required for
atrophic non-union or if the non-union was taken down to
correct a rotational deformity or if the gap was large.
Using these principles Muller and Thomas (1979) described
the treatment of 28 hypertrophic non-unions of the tibia
in which 10 of the patients were bone grafted in addition
to compressive plating being carried out. Two deep
infections occurred and two of the operations failed.
Recently Basset (1977) has examined the role of
pulsing magnetic fields in the treatment of non-unions
and claims a 76% success rate in stimulating union in
acquired pseudarthroses with previously unsuccessful
treatment. He further claims that hypertrophic non-unions
remodel using this treatment. In his later research
(1981) he has claimed an 87% success rate in non-union
treatment.
The Hoffmann device has been used extensively in the
treatment of both hypertrophic and atrophic non-unions.
Krempen et al (1979) treated 23 infected and uninfected
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non-unions with the Hoffmann and bone grafting. Good or
acceptable results were obtained in 21 patients.
Vidal et al (1979) reported that the average time to
union for infected, atrophic non-unions treated with the
Hoffmann device and bone grafting was 10 months. Hedley
and Bernstein (1983) have reported on the treatment of 22
non-unions treated with the Hoffmann. Fourteen of these
cases were infected and the average elapsed time before
treatment was 17 months. Twenty-one of the fractures
united. The uninfected non-unions were treated with
external fixation for an average of 12.5 weeks with union
occurring after an average of 7.5 months. Two of these
patients were bone grafted at the time of surgery but a
further two hypertrophic non-unions healed without
grafting. Ordway (1982) has also reported this
phenomenon.
Hedley and Bernstein had pin track problems in 41% of
their patients including pin loosening and discharge.
There was however no pin track or deep infection.
From the above results it would seem that uninfected
non-unions can be expected to unite no matter what
conventional treatment is used and that hypertrophic non¬
unions do not require bone grafting as much as an
alteration in their biomechanical environment whether
this be achieved by external or internal fixation.
As with the open fractures the time to union of tibial
non-unions is longer in recent reports than in the older
literature. Souter (1969) comments that cancellous strip
grafting should stimulate union in 16 to 20 weeks.
However Rosen (1979) using internal fixation reports
healing times of 26 weeks if the pseudarthrosis is not
excised and 39 weeks if it is. Hedley and Bernstein
(1983) had an average union time of 32.5 weeks for their
uninfected non-unions. In this series the uninfected non¬
unions united in an average 25.5 weeks which compares
well with previous reports of internal and external
fixation. As with other external fixation series there
were no infections in the previously uninfected non-
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unions in this series. In contrast Muller and Thomas
(1979) reported a 7.1% infection rate and Rosen (1979) a
25% infection rate in previously uninfected non-unions
treated by plating. Souter (1969) encountered a 3.9%
infection rate but felt that this was ma inly due to prior
occult infection in the bone.
External skeletal fixation would seem to have a role
in the treatment of established uninfected non-union
because of the low infection rate associated with its use
and the ease of removal of the device. There would seem
to be a particular use in hypertrophic non-unions where a
percutaneous application of a fixator with compression
may well be successful.
The three femoral atrophic non-unions united in an
average of 14 months. These were all difficult clinical
problems and it is considered that the stability provided
by the Hughes facilitated union but it is accepted that
other treatment methods might have been successful.
Of the two patients with infected non-unions one went
on to union but the other was unreliable and defaulted
from treatment. Although very few infected non-unions
have been treated in this series these difficult clinical
problems are best treated using external fixation to
provide the necessary rigidity to allow union to occur.
Although good results are obtainable with internal
fixation the low infection rates associated with external
fixation make it the treatment of choice.
The role of external fixation in the stabilisation of
osteotomies is essentially unknown. Southwick (1967) used
external fixation to hold the proximal femur following
his osteotomy for slipped upper femoral epiphysis and
Olerud (1979) has used the Hoffmann to stabilise pelvic
osteotomies. The three tibial rotational osteotomies in
this series were successfully treated with external
fixation although union was delayed in one case. Although
other fixation methods can be used the theoretical
advantages of external fixation are its lower infection
rate and the precision with which the correction angle
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can be estimated by appropriate pin placement.
Similarly the two upper tibial osteotomies were
successful but other treatment methods exist which are
probably easier to manage in this situation. However
experience in the use of the Hughes in this situation may
well help in dealing with unusual situations.
External fixation in arthrodesis is widely accepted
following the work of Charnley (1953). The fact that one
knee arthrodesis was successful does not fully validate
the use of the Hughes in this situation but it is likely
that the device does confer adequate stability and
compression to ensure fusion. It is unlikely however that
it would be of value in the arthrodesis of joints such as
the hip, elbow and shoulder where, if external fixation
was desired, a device capable of multi-planar fixation




The Current and Future Use of
External Fixation.
The preceding clinical work indicates that the Hughes
external fixator can be used to stabilise long bone
diaphyseal and metaphyseal fractures and non-unions.
Clinically all the fixator configurations used were
successful in holding the bone fragments in the position
dictated by the surgeon. There were two situations where
an attempted use of the Hughes in a long bone fracture
was unsuccessful and a Hoffmann device was required.
Firstly where there are multiple, widely separated
fractures in a long bone the length of the bar is
insufficient to hold both fractures adequately (Fig 8.25)
and secondly where both ends of a segmental fracture are
transverse and therefore difficult to reduce and hold
while the Hughes is applied (Fig 8.26). In all other long
bone fractures the Hughes has been satisfactory.
The device has a limited role in the treatment of
pelvic fractures. It can successfully hold a reduced
pubic diastasis but any more complex pelvic problem
requires the use of a fixator which can be built into a
three-dimensional frame.
The fact that external skeletal fixation alters bone
healing is indisputable. The results of the animal work
indicate that external fixation diminishes the periosteal
response but enhances the endochondral ossification of
the callus that is formed. It also accelerates medullary
ossification, this being evident not just by the
increased medullary response but in the degree of
cortical osteoporosis produced by enlargement of the
medullary vessels traversing the cortex. This alteration
in the periosteal/medullary response has been previously
noted following internal fixation using plates (Olerud
and Dankwardt-Li11estrom, 1971). The common factor in
these two types of fixation is the rigidity with which
the fractures are held. A high degree of stiffness
lessens the periosteal callus response (Yamagishi and
Yoshimura, 1955). This fact is further illustrated in
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Fig 8.25
Not all fractures of the tibia are suitable for external
fixation with a Hughes device. These X-rays show a
fracture in the upper tibial metaphysis along with a
lower third segmental fracture. The overall distance
between the fractures meant that a Hoffmann had to be
used. The configuration used to stabilise these fractures
is shown in Fig 1.4.
Fig 8.26
The transverse nature of both fractures in ths femur made
reduction prior to the application of a Hughes fixator
impossible. Accordingly a Hoffmann was used but even with
this device a full reduction of the lower fracture has
not been obtained.
both the animal and clinical work by noting the increased
callus response on the less stiff cortex further from the
fixator (Figs 6.20 and 8.2).
The need for callus in bone healing is at the core of
all the arguments for and against rigid internal fixation
of fractures. Although the AO group have followed Danis's
arguments (1949) that callus production is undesirable
McKibben (1978) has suggested that the inhibition of
callus production should not be considered lightly as it
is the quickest way to restore the strength of a
fractured diaphysis. This is of particular importance if
there is a gap in the fracture due either to imperfect
reduction or bone loss.
In addition to its effect on fracture healing rigid
fixation, whether internal or external, also affects the
soft tissue healing. Rhinelander and Wilson (1982) have
shown that capillary ingrowth in healing bone is
facilitated by tissue stability and it is likely that
this is true also of soft tissue. Impaired soft tissue
healing may well lead to superficial followed by deep
infection and the relatively high infection rates (Fig
8.17) that follow conservative management of severe
tibial fractures may well be caused by poor stabilisation
of the soft tissues.
The initial application of the stiffest configuration
of the Hughes external fixator, as indicated in Section
1, chapter 4, is therefore recommended as this will best
stabilise the soft tissues. Once these have healed the
stiffness of fixation can be reduced by moving the bar
away from the limb as shown in Fig 4.4.
The clinical results suggest that if the bar is
removed at the time of soft tissue healing, this commonly
being between three and four weeks in the grade 1 and 2
open tibial fractures, then there is a high incidence of
fracture redisp1acement. Table 8.8 suggests that
maintenance of the fixator for at least six weeks after a
good reduction leads to the shortest average union time
with the minimum number of bone grafting procedures.
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The application of the results of the animal work to
this clinical observation means that in an externally
fixed tibia there is an insufficient amount of both
periosteal and medullary ossified callus to hold the
fracture until about six weeks. If the fixator is removed
at this time then usually the stabilisation obtained is
adequate to maintain fracture alignment against the
deforming forces of muscle pull and gravity. However if
the external fixator is retained union will proceed by
secondary means without significant callus formation. The
diminished callus formation means that fracture gaps will
not be bridged and therefore reduction must be good. If a
fracture gap is present consideration should be given to
early bone grafting to facilitate union.
It would therefore seem that the pessimistic attitude
of Gustilo (1982) that external fixation causes non-union
is incorrect. However it is only fair to say that the
potential for non-union exists if the effect that
external skeletal fixation has on bone healing is not
understood.
The future of external fixation
There has been considerable interest recently in the
stiffness of fracture fixation and several workers have
explored the effect of using plates of lower stiffness
than those advocated by the AO group (Bradley et al ,
1979; Uhthoff et al, 1981; Tayton et al, 1982). These
plates have either been made of metals, such as titanium,
with a lower Young's modulus than stainless steel
(Uhthoff et al, 1981) or of other materials like carbon
fibre reinforced plastic (Tayton et al, 1982) or glass
epoxy resins (Bradley et al, 1979). There is no doubt
that the use of plates of lower stiffness encourages the
formation of callus but it is interesting that the only
clinical trial carried out using carbon fibre reinforced
plates to internally fix human tibial fractures was
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associated with a 15% deep infection rate, probably as a
result of the low stiffness of fixation.
Unlike internal fixation, external fixation provides
conditions where the stiffness of fracture fixation can
be varied. This is of particular use in fractures
associated with soft tissue loss or damage as the
stiffness of fixation can be reduced once the soft
tissues have healed.
External fixation will continue to have a significant
place in fracture treatment because of its versatility.
In addition to its obvious use in compound fractures it
may well become a popular method of treating closed
fractures providing that the fixator can be applied, and
the fracture reduced, by closed means. Therefore although
the Hughes external fixator represents an advance on the
older fixators in terms of its relative simplicity, low
cost and the ease with which fracture stiffness can be
varied the difficulty of reducing and holding a fracture
without exposing the bone detracts from its usefulness.
Future external fixators suitable for the
stabilisation of diaphyseal fractures should be
unilateral for reasons of soft tissue access and weight
of fixation but they should allow for closed application
and fracture reduction. In addition they should permit
axial compression at the fracture site to simulate the
cyclical loading that occurs in normal gait and which has
been shown to facilitate fracture union (Sarmiento,
1977). This might be achieved by incorporating a spring
within the device of a strength which permitted some
compressive loading but prevented axial displacement of
the fracture. The recent publication by De Bastiani et al
(1984) describing the dynamic axial fixator devised in
Verona has described such a device. Axial compression is
gained by an internal spring but unfortunately this
occupies a considerable proportion of the fixator thereby
allowing a limited range of pin placements. As this was
one of the criticisms of the Wagner device which lead to
the development of the Hughes fixator it is clear that
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the dynamic axial fixator does not solve all the
problems. What is necessary is a cylindrical device
within which a spring can be instal 1 led but the pin
clamps should be mounted on the outside of the frame to
permit variation of pin fixation.
Modern plastics might well reduce the weight of
fixators without interfering with stiffness of fracture
fixation. Although it is tempting to suppose that the use
of plastics might reduce costs it is likely that
commercial considerations would prevent this.
The transfixion pins should ideally be made of a non-
corrosive metal with a high Young's modulus. The diameter
of the pin is not crucial but given modern materials such
as stainless steel satisfactory results are gained when
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